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To do successful research, you don't need to know everything, you just need 
to know of one thing that isn't known.
    - Arthur Schawlow (1921-1999) 

THESIS ABSTRACT
The sequencing of microbial genomes has become a fundamental approach to understand 
the complex biological networks that have involved and has become of primary importance for 
molecular  genetic  studies  in  biological  research,  as  well  as  for  practical  applications. 
Currently,  a  total  of  around  600 sequenced bacterial  and archaeal  genomes are publicly 
available  and  many  more  are  on  their  way.  The  traditional  cultivation-based  sequencing 
approach has been recently complemented by the ground breaking cultivation-independent 
approach,  called metagenomics.  Novel,  cheap and ultra-fast  sequencing technologies are 
generating enormous amounts of sequence data every day. On the one hand, this opens an 
unprecedented possibility to dig into the gold mine of sequence space; on the other, such 
large datasets raise several processing problems and drive current bioinformatic tools to their 
limit. 
Therefore,  it  becomes an  ever  more  important  task  to  predict,  classify,  organise,  and 
integrate biological data.  Automated systems for both the prediction of gene functions and 
classification are urgently needed to cope with the huge amount of sequence data. Automatic 
extraction of  interesting candidate genes and data mining within  complex high-throughput 
datasets, together with a robust data integration system are now prerequisites to improve our 
understanding  of  the  biological  mechanisms  underlying  the  deluge  of  sequences  being 
generated. Further, bioinformatic enhancement of the functional assignments will improve our 
understanding of microbes and their ecological adaptations to the environment. 
The computational needs for genome analysis and comparisons are extensive and require 
a specialised infrastructure. This infrastructure includes powerful hardware systems consisting 
of  a  computing  cluster  and  dedicated  servers.  Moreover,  large  metagenomic  datasets 
constitute  an  additional  computational  load,  which  must  be  processed  through  the  same 
pipeline. Finally,  such infrastructure should seamlessly integrate genomic data from mixed 
microbial assemblages, pure cultures, and single cells, since the scientific value of each is 
significantly enhanced by the others.
In  summary,  accurate,  consistent  data  acquisition  and  processing  is  a  prerequisite  to 
generate  biological  understanding  from  the  flood  of  sequence  data.  Future  conceptual 
advances  in  microbial  sciences  will  increasingly  rely  on  the  availability  of  an  innovative 
computational infrastructure to interrogate these growing genomic and metagenomic datasets 
within the framework of biological processes, but only by a close partnership of biologists and 
bioinformatics we will be finally able to understand the complex interplay of biological entities 
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 1.1 The genomic sequencing revolution
Microbes,  which make up most  of  the earth’s biomass,  have evolved for  approximately 3.5 
billion  years  (Brasier  et  al.,  2002;  Schopf  et  al.,  2002).  They are  ubiquitous  in  virtually  every 
environment, surviving and thriving in extremes of heat, cold, radiation, pressure, salt, acidity, and 
darkness. Often no other forms of life are found in these environments and the only source of 
nutrients  originates from inorganic  matter.  The enormous diversity and range of  their  adaptive 
ability indicate that microbes “solved” many problems long ago, to which scientists are still actively 
seeking solutions. Nowadays, the sequencing of microbial genomes has become a fundamental 
approach to understand the complex biological networks that have involved. The impact of this 
progress  on society  and economy is  already enormous.  Over  the  last  years,  sequencing  has 
become of primary importance for molecular genetic studies in biological research, as well as for 
practical  applications.  The  accumulated  knowledge  spans  the  three  major  fields  of  molecular 
biology: medicine, biotechnology and environmental research. 
Historically, Frederick Sanger laid the cornerstone for these developments over 30 years ago 
when  he  and  his  co-workers  published  the  paper  “DNA  sequencing  with  chain-terminating 
inhibitors” (Sanger et al.,1977). In this publication, Sanger described the fundamental method of 
“reading” DNA using special bases called chain terminators. This method known as “dideoxy” or 
“Sanger” sequencing is still  a technology used today,  even while novel,  cheap high-throughput 
technology platforms are currently extending the sequencing power (Hall et al.,2007). However, it 
was not until 1995, that the first bacterial genome (Haemophilus influenzae) was sequenced using 
the so-called  whole genome shotgun  (WGS) sequencing approach (Fleischmann et al.,1995). 
The completion of this project was also a big success for the fledgling field of bioinformatics, in that 
bioinformaticians were able to assemble more then 24,000 single fragments to generate a closed 
genome. This breakthrough enabled biologists for the first time to directly access the entire genetic 
blueprint  of  an  organism.  Motivated  by  the  results,  researchers  continuously  improved  the 
efficiency of DNA isolation, sequencing and computational analysis. This started a massive parallel 
endeavour that led to the enormous expansion of sequence data available today. Currently, a total 
of around 600 sequenced bacterial and archaeal genomes are publicly available (Fig 1) and many 
more are on their way. 
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Figure 1: Increasing number of sequenced Bacteria and Archaea genomes in the public databases 
(Nov 2007) since 1995. Source: www.genomesonline.org. 
Traditionally, whole genome sequencing relied on pure cultures of microbes, sometimes grown 
and transferred in the lab over the course of decades. Comparisons of the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 
diversity among cultivated strains with that detected by cultivation independent  in situ methods, 
such as fluorescence  in situ hybridization techniques, revealed that cultured microbes represent 
only a minor part of the existing diversity (Amann et al., 1995). It is estimated that between 85% 
and 99% of the microbes in a sample do not grow in culture using standard techniques (Amann et 
al., 1995; Hugenholtz et al., 1998). To access this huge amount of genomic information, the “jewels 
of diversity”, the traditional cultivation-based sequencing approach has been complemented by the 
ground  breaking  cultivation-independent  approach,  called  metagenomics (Handelsman  et  al., 
2004). The analysis of large genomic fragments recovered directly from microbial communities was 
established in 1996. Stein and co-workers achieved a 38.5-kb recombinant fosmid clone carrying a 
large fragment of genomic DNA from a planktonic marine Archaeon (Stein et al., 1996). Four years 
later, Beja and co-workers constructed even larger inserts in bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) 
libraries from the genomic DNA of planktonic marine microbial assemblages, with an average size 
of about 80 kb (Beja et al., 2000). In 2004, great achievements in computing power, bioinformatic 
tools and further developments in DNA amplification methodology helped to adapt the shotgun 
sequencing technique, which was already used to sequence the Haemophilus influenzae genome, 
for environmental samples and set a new landmark in metagenomic studies (Tyson et al., 2004; 
Venter et al., 2004). In 2006, the next step in metagenomics was taken by analysing a deep mine 
microbial community by pyrosequencing (Edwards et al., 2006; Margulies et al., 2005). This novel 
ultra-fast sequencing technology developed by 454 Life Science does not require cloning of the 
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DNA  from  environmental  samples  and  thereby  removes  one  of  the  main  obstacles  in 
metagenomics (Edwards et al., 2006). 
Currently,  114  large  metagenomic  projects  are  listed  at  www.genomesonline.org,  which 
investigate microbial communities of aquatic, symbiotic, sludge, soil and human origin. 
The introduction of new sequencing technologies, such as pyrosequencing, has the potential to 
make sequencing an everyday, bench-top instrumentation. This would enable biologists to perform 
high-throughput genome and metagenome sequencing on a routine basis. The drastic decrease in 
sequencing  costs  already  enables  biologists  to  obtain  free  access  to  complete  genome  and 
metagenome sequences generated by initiatives such as the Community Sequencing Program by 
the Joint Genome Institute (JGI; www.jgi.doe.gov) and the Microbial Genome Sequencing Project 
by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation (www.moore.org). Within the next years, this situation 
will increase the number of genomes and metagenomes to unknown horizons.
In  summary,  the  information  obtained  from  genome sequencing  and  other  high-throughput 
functional  genomics  approaches,  such  as  transcriptomics  and  proteomics,  has  already 
fundamentally improved our understanding of the microbial world. But future conceptual advances 
in  microbial  sciences  will  increasingly  rely  on  the  availability  of  an  innovative  computational 
infrastructure  to  interrogate  these  growing  genomic  and  metagenomic  datasets  within  the 
framework of biological processes. The exponential growth of public nucleotide databases since 
2003, as well as the ever-increasing impact of the whole genome shotgun (WGS) approach, is 
illustrated in Figure 2. In the very near future, the EMBL database will reach the incredible mark of 
200,000,000,000 nucleotides (www3.ebi.ac.uk/Services/DBStats). This is 67 times the size of the 
human genome (~3,000 Mb) or 50,000 microbial genomes (~4 Mb). This speed of sequencing 
comes with a big challenge in data analysis, integration and annotation quality. Manually curated 
protein  databases,  such  as  Swiss-Prot  (www.expasy.ch/sprot),  do  not  have  the  capacity  to 
efficiently  follow this  trend,  and still  grow linearly  (Fig  3).  While  the  quantity  of  information  is 
growing exponentially, the biological knowledge extracted from these data sources, in the form of 
classified protein function and metabolic and regulatory network organisation, is rather slow. Thus, 
the consequences of ongoing data collection are not only computational problems of storage and 
processing, but are mainly problems related to biological evaluation and interpretation. For the 
majority of genes, function is more or less inferred from explicit similarity to sequence entries in the 
public databases, and experimental evidence for their function is lacking. Even for very well studied 
model organisms, such as Escherichia coli K-12, experimental information is available for only 54% 
of the gene products (Riley et al., 2006). To make matters more complicated, a great deal of the 
newly obtained sequences are not significantly similar to any sequence in the databases. 
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Figure 2:  Growth of public nucleotide database at EMBL since 1995. WGS data doubled the size of 
nucleotides in EMBL. Subdivided into EMBL core (green) and EMBL WGS entries (bordeaux).
Figure  3:  Comparison  of  public  protein  databases. The  number  of  curated  entries  in  Swiss-Prot 
(bordeaux) versus the complete TrEMBL (green) database since 2003. 
Experimental approaches to ascertain the function of novel gene products do not easily lend 
themselves to parallelisation, and thus efforts to gain speed in biological interpretation by these 
techniques is limited. It becomes an ever more important task to predict, classify, organise and 
integrate biological data. Therefore, automated systems for both the prediction of gene functions 
and classification are urgently needed to cope with the huge amount of sequence data. Automatic 
extraction of interesting candidate genes and data mining within complex high-throughput datasets, 
together with a robust data integration system are now prerequisites to improve our understanding 
of the biological mechanisms underlying the deluge of sequences being generated. 
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 1.2 Sequencing strategies and their influence on sequence quality
The advances in sequencing technologies have been enormous over the last ten years. Besides 
the optimisation of the conventional Sanger capillary sequencers, novel sequencing-by-synthesis 
sequencers and also early stage single-molecule sequencers have been developed (Margulies et 
al.,  2005;  Bennett,  2004;  Strom  et  al.,  2005).  The  most  widely  commercially  deployed  new 
sequencer is the Roche GS and GS FLX system developed by 454 Life Sciences (Branford, CT, 
USA). Sequencing machines of this type are based on massive parallel sequence generation from 
amplified fragments by so-called pyrosequencing (Margulies et al., 2005). In a single four hour run, 
the first generation of these sequencers was able to produce an impressive 25 million bases in 
short reads of ~100-250 bp. With continued development, the maximum read length is expected to 
increase significantly in the coming years (Hall et al., 2007). Other new sequencing technologies 
are currently under development, such as the SOLiD system by Applied Biosystems (Foster City, 
CA, USA) and Solexa sequencing (Bennett, 2004), and are likely to have a major impact on the 
genomics field. Their relatively low cost per kilobase (~10-fold less than conventional sequencing), 
in combination with the incredible number of bases produced, undoubtedly has the potential to 
make sequencing an everyday, bench-top instrumentation.  However,  the short  read length and 
lower individual read accuracy, compared to the classical Sanger sequencing, is currently a point 
of criticism and heavily discussed by the scientific community (Wicker et al., 2006; Huse et al., 
2007; Wommack et al., 2008). 
The burning questions are: 
 How reliable are such short reads? 
 How error prone are they, and can they be assembled efficiently? 
 How much biological knowledge can be gained? 
When choosing a sequencing technology for a particular application, the read length is a major 
issue. It has been shown that in an assessment of functional diversity of microbial communities 
based on COGs (Clusters of Orthologous Groups), the difference between results obtained from 
long (~750 bp) reads compared to randomly derived short pyrosequencing reads (~100 – 200 bp) 
can amount to 72% (Wommack et al.,  2008).  This study concluded that the use of short  read 
length libraries does not appear to be an appropriate approach for the functional characterisation of 
microbial  communities  obtained  by  metagenomics.  Furthermore,  these  short  reads  make  the 
achievement  of  a  de  novo assembly  of  whole  genomes  very  unlikely  without  the  help  of  a 
reference sequence (Hall et al., 2007).
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On  the  contrary,  an  analysis  of  deep-sea  microbial  population  structure  produced  very 
comprehensive data with pyrosequencing, focusing on short microbial V6 hypervariable ribosomal 
RNA regions  (Sogin  et  al.,  2006).  With  this  particular  approach,  the  richness  and  relative 
abundances of organisms within selected microbial communities could be assessed without the 
need of prior cloning. The results revealed a one to two orders of magnitude larger complexity than 
previously reported for any microbial environment.
Independent of the application, pyrosequencing generated datasets are extremely challenging 
to integrate in existing analysis systems. The tools currently used for high quality data may now be 
inappropriate and unable to handle the huge amount  of  short  read sequences currently being 
produced.  Therefore,  the  success  of  these  new sequencing  strategies  will  clearly  depend  on 
further software improvements, especially related to assembly and automatic annotation, in order 
to comprehensively analyse the data generated.
Discussion about the biological impact of new genome sequencing strategies already began in 
2001 when the JGI (and others to a lesser extent) began to produce so-called  draft genomes 
(Fraser et al., 2002; Branscomb et al., 2002). At this time, the intention was to significantly reduce 
the cost of genome sequencing by omitting the time-consuming and expensive gap closure step. 
The  resulting  draft  sequencing  projects  often  consist  of  several  hundred  contigs,  which  are 
unlinked fragments with a higher sequence error rate than closed ones (Fraser et al., 2002). In 
addition to reduced costs, the production of draft sequences is up to 10 times faster (Branscomb et 
al., 2002) compared to high-quality, closed genomes. The supporters of genome draft sequencing 
argued that such sequences comprise around 90% of the total gene content and thereby contain 
enough  information  for  understanding  the  biology  of  an  organism.  Those  opposed  to  draft 
sequences challenged that the most interesting biology of each organism may be encoded in the 
missing genes (Fraser et al., 2002). Both strategies were performed and it was shown that draft 
genome  sequence  data  could  be  extremely  useful  in  comparative  studies  when  a  complete 
genome sequence for a closely related strain or species already exists as a reference (Moran et 
al.,  2007).  Interestingly,  the new sequence technologies, such as pyrosequencing, enabled the 
scientists at  the JGI to close select  draft  genomes by overcoming large repetitive sequences, 
which  were  in  the past  too expensive  and time-consuming to  be bridged by classical  Sanger 
sequencing. 
In summary, the last years have revealed that a combination of novel sequencing technologies 
and traditional Sanger sequencing can result in an optimal quality-cost ratio to perform genome 
sequencing and comparative genomics (Goldberg et al., 2006). 
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 1.3 Accumulating knowledge through annotation and data integration
Independent  of  the  chosen  sequencing  strategy  all  data  generated  goes  through  a  similar 
pipeline based on generic bioinformatic tools and databases to accumulate knowledge through 
functional  assignments  and  data  integration.  The  starting  point  is  always  the  localisation  of 
functional regions such as protein-coding genes (cds) and RNA-encoding genes (ribosomal RNAs 
and transfer RNAs). In the case of protein-coding genes, this step is followed by a computational 
comparison of the protein sequences  in silico against all known protein sequences in the public 
databases. These protein sequence comparisons are used to infer a potential function for newly 
sequenced  genes  by  information  propagation  from  already  published  knowledge,  a  process 
referred to as gene annotation. 
A high quality annotation is the basis for researchers to reconstruct and compare the metabolic 
features of organisms. The gene annotation process usually involves the integration of different 
information types, sources, and search algorithms. The integrated information should contain three 
major entities: the potential function of the gene product, a short unique name describing the gene 
(gene  name),  and  a  functional  classification  based on ontologies.  The functional  classification 
plays a crucial role to streamline and standardise the annotation. A number of ontologies have 
been  developed  in  the  past  to  perform  such  a  classification  during  the  annotation  process. 
Ontologies such as the Clusters of  Orthologous Groups of  proteins (COG) focus more on the 
functional classification of entries in broad categories (Tatusov et al., 1997). Ontologies such as the 
Gene  Ontology,  the  Enzyme  Commission  numbers  (EC number)  and  the  Kegg  KO  ontology 
provide not only a controlled vocabulary for the gene function, but also embed the gene function in 
hierarchies (Ashburner et al., 2000; www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/; Kanehisa et al.,2008). 
Compared  to  the  standard  default  free  text  association  of  the  gene  function,  a  controlled 
vocabulary is  extremely powerful  in  that  it  is  computer  readable  and  structured.  Furthermore, 
function assignment according to ontologies is a major part of the data integration process and it 
ensures comparability of annotations done by different researchers for different organisms. This 
ensures cross-genome compatibility. 
 1.3.1 Database resources
The  public  database  resources  can  be  classified  into  two  categories:  the  comprehensive 
primary databases and the  secondary databases (often  referred to  as  knowledge databases). 
There are three primary nucleotide databases: GenBank (USA, Benson et al., 2007), EMBL-Bank 
(Europe, Cochrane et al., 2008), and DDBJ (Japan, Sugawara et al., 2008), all belonging to the 
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International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration established in 1990 (www.insdc.org). 
They each  hold  all  of  the  total  sequence  data  reported worldwide,  and  all  new and  updated 
database entries are exchanged between the three databases on a daily basis.  All  three also 
provide non-redundant translated versions of the nucleotide entries. Additionally, there is one non-
redundant protein primary database, Swiss-Prot (Bairoch et al., 2004).
Swiss-Prot (www.expasy.ch/sprot/) is a curated protein sequence database, which strives to 
provide a high level  of  annotation (such as the functional  description of  a  protein,  its  domain 
structure, post-translational modifications, variants, etc.) and a minimal level of redundancy. Most 
sequences  in  Swiss-Prot  originate  from  nucleotide  sequences  submitted  to  one  of  the  three 
primary  databases,  though  some  protein  sequences  are  directly  obtained  through  Edman 
degradation or mass spectrometry. The Swiss-Prot database can be searched via the BLAST tools 
(see  Data  search  tools  for  more  details)  and  is  available  in  release  54.7  containing  333,445 
curated protein entries, which account for only ~6% of protein sequences stored in the translated 
EMBL database (TrEMBL, Fig 3).
In contrast to the primary databases, the secondary databases typically show a lower coverage, 
but the combination of advanced modelling/search algorithms (e.g. Markov Models) and manually 
curated controlled vocabularies assures reliability and consistency for the annotation. The most 
interesting,  frequently  updated  secondary  databases  for  the  prediction  of  protein  families  or 
domains are InterPro (Mulder  et al., 2007) and Pfam (Finn et al., 2008). Nevertheless, there are 
hundreds of specialised databases available. An excellent overview can be found in the annual 
Database issue of the Nucleic Acids Research journal (http://nar.oxfordjournals.org).
InterPro (www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) is an integrative meta-database of protein families, domains 
and functional  sites.  It  includes ten different  databases (release 13.0):  PROSITE (Hulo  et  al., 
2006), PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2003), ProDom (Bru et al., 2005), Pfam (Finn et al., 2008), SMART 
(Letunic et al., 2006), TIGRFAMs (Selengut et al., 2007), PIRSF (Wu et al., 2004), SUPERFAMILY 
(Gough  et al., 2002), Gene3D (Yeats  et al., 2008) and PANTHER (Mi  et al., 2005). Due to the 
integrative character of the database, the update status is often lacking behind the original source 
database.  Nevertheless,  the  integration  of  InterPro  in  a  local  annotation  pipeline  is  attractive, 
because only one database must be updated rather then ten.  Due to the heterogeneous data 
sources,  InterPro  is  based  on  different  types  of  sequence  classification  approaches,  such  as 
sequence similarity, motifs or patterns, and protein signatures for identifying protein families and 
domains. All InterPro entries provide cross-references to all integrated databases. 
Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/) is designed to be a comprehensive and accurate collection of 
protein domains, families, repeats and motifs. The domains and families are represented in Pfam 
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as multiple sequence alignments (in Pfam called: seed alignment) and as profile hidden Markov 
models (HMM, see Data search tools for more details) (Finn et al., 2008). Two Pfam databases are 
available:  Pfam-A and  Pfam-B. Pfam-A is a database of manually curated and annotated seed 
alignments. In contrast, Pfam-B entries are automatically generated from the ProDom (Bru et al., 
2005)  database.  Pfam-A is  currently  available  in  version  22.0  (July  2007)  and  contains  9318 
families.
 1.3.2 Database search tools
The most frequently used tools for searching against the above described data sources are the 
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST, Altschul et al., 1997) and the profile Hidden Markov 
Model search tool HMMER (Durbin et al., 1999). 
BLAST
Different computational algorithms have been developed for comparing sequences, such as the 
Needleman–Wunsch  algorithm  (Needleman  et  al.,  1970)  and  the  Smith–Waterman  algorithm 
(Smith et al., 1981). BLAST is a widely used sequence comparison algorithm that searches for 
high scoring  sequences in  local  alignments between a query sequence and sequences in  a 
database  using  a  heuristic  approach  on  top  of  the  Smith-Waterman  algorithm.  The  program 
compares nucleotide or protein sequences and calculates the statistical significance of matches. It 
is  often  preferred  for  its  speed,  which  makes  it  appropriate  for  searches  against  very  large 
databases. However, unlike the Smith-Waterman algorithm, the implemented heuristic reduction of 
the  search  space  means  there  is  no  guarantee  that  BLAST  results  represent  the  best  local 
alignments (Korf et al., 2003). 
Hidden Markov Models
In contrast, statistical profile recognition algorithms, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM), do 
not compare two sequences directly, but rather compare a query sequence to a profile. A profile is 
generated from  Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSA) and describes characteristics of protein 
domains or families. These profiles constitute the core of the Pfam database. In such a profile, 
each  position  of  a  sequence  is  defined  in  several  possible  states.  There  are  three  states 
designated:  match,  insertion  and  deletion.  Match  and  insertion  states  are  associated  with  an 
“emission probability”, which describes the probability of each character of the input alphabet to be 
“emitted” at a given position in the model (e.g. 20 for amino acids or four for nucleotides). The 
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transitions between one state and the next (e.g. a match to an insertion state), are associated with 
“transition probabilities”. In the case of the HMMER software used by Pfam, seven transition types 
are considered (plan7 architecture): M->M, M->I, I->M, I->I, D->D, M->D, D->M. Transitions of the 
type I->D, D->I are not considered in these models.
 1.3.3 Evolving annotation strategies
The classical annotation strategy generally performed over the past years is the gene by gene 
annotation. During the annotation process all similarity search results for each gene are reviewed 
individually.  At  the time when only  a  few genomes were sequenced,  this  strategy was mainly 
performed by human experts interacting with the results of similarity searches for each protein in a 
single  genome.  The  work  of  the  human  experts  includes  the  assessment  of  published  facts, 
carefully analysing available alignments, and searches for bioinformatic evidence in publications 
and contextual information for each protein. A personal observation made during the annotation of 
the  Rhodopirellula baltica  SH1T genome (Glöckner  et al., 2003) is that in this process a human 
expert, on average, achieves 50 genes a day. The genome of Rhodopirellula baltica contains 7325 
predicted open reading frames (ORF), which accounted for 147 days of human interaction needed 
for annotation. To apply this annotation quality nowadays to the amount of data produced would 
exceed the available human resources by far. Particularly, the number of human experts involved 
in  a genome sequencing project  is  expected to shrink due to the easy access to sequencing 
facilities or sequencing by small groups or even individual researchers. These projects will have 
neither the time nor resources to process such a manually curated annotation for all genes in a 
project. Nevertheless, human expert annotations are strongly appreciated for reference genomes 
to provide standards for comparative genomics and to harvest annotation highlights in a given 
group of organisms.
Several  automatic  annotation  systems have  been  developed  to  overcome  the  human 
resource problem such as AutoFACT, BASys, and MicHanThi (Koski et al., 2005; Domselaar et al., 
2005; Quast, 2006). These all rely on annotation transfer resulting from sequence similarity, but 
differ in their use of secondary databases for building the annotation. For example, the in-house 
developed MicHanThi  software predicts gene functions based on similarity searches using the 
NCBI-nr, Swiss-Prot and InterPro databases, and provides the human expert with a starting point 
for thorough investigations.  MicHanThi is able to rate similarity search results for  each protein 
through a reasoning system that represents human knowledge and is implemented using a fuzzy 
logic approach. The software is able to set the gene product, gene name, EC number and GO 
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numbers for a protein derived from the three underlying databases (Quast, 2006). In general, these 
systems perform best for the functional annotation of well-known housekeeping genes, but are less 
accurate  when  it  comes  to  sequences  less  similar  to  sequences  in  the  databases.  Possible 
sources of biological error include e.g. gene duplications, which enable protein super-families to 
invent novel functions, but can lead to top database hits with a different function than the query. 
Furthermore, domain fusion and fission events add an additional layer of complexity, as a query 
and  database  hit  may share  only  a  local  region  of  homology and  still  have  entirely  different 
molecular functions and structures. Also, two proteins can share a common ancestor and domain 
structure, yet  have very different functions simply due to their  presence in extremely divergent 
species.  Nevertheless,  automatic  annotation  systems are  very  helpful  by  providing  consistent 
annotation based on strict rules for proteins for which no functional annotations are available in the 
databases (hypothetical proteins or conserved hypothetical proteins).
In the context of  the fast growing number of sequenced prokaryotic genomes (Fig 1),  novel 
annotation  strategies  are  currently  emerging  that  use the  complete  collection  of  genomes  for 
functional module (‘subsystem’) annotation by human experts (Overbeek et al., 2005). Although the 
power of this annotation strategy was recognised much earlier, the limited availability of genomes 
at the time prevented its application (Overbeek et al., 1999). Essentially, one forms a set of related 
functional roles (subsystems) and then simultaneously annotates the entire set of protein families 
that  implement  these  roles.  The definition  of  a  subsystem is  a  generalisation  of  the  pathway 
concept of related functional roles (such as enzymes) jointly involved in a specific aspect of the 
cellular machinery.  This strategy allows the annotation of subsystems across several genomes 
simultaneously, and achieves a more consistent and higher quality annotation.
The  Seed software  is  one  of  the  first  freely  available  tools  that  supports  the  generation, 
curation,  population  and  exchange  of  subsystems  (Overbeek  et  al.,  2005).  A  commercially 
available closed source precursor of The Seed is ERGO, a comprehensive web-based genome 
analysis platform (Overbeek et al, 2003). The Seed project started in 2003 as an open source 
effort  to  generate  a  genome  integration  platform  by  the  “Fellowship  for  Interpretation  of  
Genomes” (FIG). In addition to the software package, The Seed project offers a freely available 
“Rapid Annotation using Subsystems Technology Server” (RAST) that provides automatic Seed 
quality annotations for all types of genomic data (Aziz et al., 2008).
The  evolutionary  theory  behind  this  annotation  strategy  is  that  the  gene-context  based 
comparative  analysis of  genes  between  different  organisms  can  provide  hints  for  possible 
functions  according  to  the  “guilt  by  association”  principle  (Aravind  et  al.,  2000).  This  gene 
clustering is an important indicator of evolutionary processes. Genome analysis has revealed that 
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stretches  of  highly  similar  regions,  or  at  least  highly  conserved  gene-structures,  exist  in  both 
closely and distantly related species (Tamames et al.,  2001).  The occurrence of such syntenic 
regions implies a selective pressure forcing genes to assemble in clusters. One of these selective 
forces is the common regulation that results from proteins that must physically interact to provide a 
certain function. It has been shown that up to 75% of proteins encoded in conserved gene orders 
in phylogenetically distant species have experimentally confirmed protein interactions (Dandekar et 
al., 1998). Another selective pressure for genes to cluster in the genome is when they are involved 
in a shared pathway where many genes are needed to provide functionality. A third selective force 
may come from an evolutionary model introduced by Lawrence as the “selfish operon” (Lawrence 
et  al.,  1996).  This  model  states that  inter-organismal  exchange of  functional  entities,  which  is 
beneficial to genes in order to evade extinction in times/spaces where selective pressure is low, 
can be easily realised if functionally coupled genes are organised as clusters. 
In summary, annotation of genes is currently based on the similarity of  the sequence under 
investigation to sequences in the databases or the presence of specific patterns and profiles that 
represent families and domains. The quality and accuracy of the annotation strongly depends on 
the quality of the underlying databases, which is often problematic in public repositories to which 
sequences are uploaded and persist even if they are determined erroneous. Furthermore, all new 
annotations are limited by the existing, verified knowledge of gene functions. For example, in  E. 
coli experimental evidence is only available for 54% of the gene products (Riley et al., 2006) and 
an investigation of 300,000 entries in the UniProt database showed that only 3% of proteins had 
experimental evidence (Brown et al,. 2006). In fact, the authors suspected many more proteins to 
have been experimentally pursued, which has, however, not been documented within the database 
since a  qualifier  for  consistent  storing  of  the  experimental  evidence is  missing in  most  public 
databases. Bioinformatics alone will not be able to discover novel biochemical functions to expand 
our knowledge. This must be done in wet-lab experiments. However, bioinformatics can sieve the 
huge amount of sequence data and point to the appropriate candidate genes for further in-depth 
functional analysis. Clearly, the vast majority of annotations to be produced during the next years 
can only be done in an automatic fashion. If this is not done well documented, it will increase the 
already high error rate in the databases through error propagation and will lead to a systematic 
pollution of sequence databases (Bork et al., 1996). Currently, no technology has been developed 
which is able to substitute a human expert annotation based on biomedical literature screening and 
experimentally determined functional information. In the future, it will be of central importance to 
maintain several well-annotated, manually curated reference genomes to keep a high standard and 
to provide trustworthy annotations. These well-annotated reference genomes are necessary for 
consistent automatic annotation that is ultimately achieved through comparative genomics.
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 1.4 Characterising proteins with no assigned function
The comprehensive reconstruction of the genetic capability of an organism is the primary goal of 
genome  annotation  and  the  prerequisite  for  comparing  different  organisms  and  answering 
biological question such as:
 How similar or different are organisms with a congruent life style?
 What discriminates organisms with apparently identical  metabolic capabilities from each 
other?
 How do organisms make effective use of the resources in the environment? 
 How do organisms genetically adapt to the environment?
 How do organisms participate in the cycle of elements and contribute to global aspects of 
the marine system?
The comprehensive reconstruction of the capabilities of an organism is currently limited by the 
high number of genes with unknown function in its genome. This number is lower only for model 
organisms that have been under investigation for more than two decades. For example, only ~10% 
of the Escherichia coli K-12 genomes are still of unknown function (Riley et al., 2006). However, for 
environmentally relevant bacteria with a complex life style, the number can increase up to 65%, as 
illustrated for the genome of Rhodopirellula baltica SH1T (Glöckner et al., 2003). This general trend 
was also observed in the final genome annotation of the marine  Bacteroidetes Gramella forsetii 
KT0803 (Bauer et al., 2006). Our analysis revealed a substantial fraction (45%) of proteins without 
function assignment (Fig 4). Within the 45%, 13% showed no similarity to any other sequence 
(hypothetical proteins) and a further 8% showed no similarity, but encoded at least transmembrane 
helices or a signal peptide. In addition, 17% appear phylogenetically widely conserved (conserved 
hypothetical proteins), but could not be assigned to a function. Another 7% showed at least vague 
hints towards a possible function. The investigation of these genes without functional assignment 
in the ecological genomic context is of high priority, because they are expected to play a crucial 
role in the specific niche adaptations of the organisms. In general, these genes without functional 
assignment can be divided into two distinct groups: the organism-specific genes (OSG) and the 
group-specific genes (GSG).
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Figure 4: Overview on the function assignment made from the genome of  Gramella forsetii KT0803. 
No particular functional could be assigned for over 50% of the gene content.
 1.4.1 Organism-specific genes (OSG)
The majority  of  genes without  functional  assignment  are classified  as  so  called  organism-
specific genes (OSG) or ORFans (Fischer et al., 1999). They are defined as genes restricted to a 
particular genome, because they have no detectable sequence similarity to any other sequence in 
the public databases and are primarily annotated as “hypothetical proteins” of unknown function. In 
general, only minimal additional functional information can be produced by bioinformatic methods, 
since nothing can be learned via sequence similarity searches. This category of genes can be 
found in almost every sequenced genome, with numbers varying among genomes independently 
of  the  genome size  (Siew et  al.,  2003;  Wilson et  al.,  2005).  The exploration  of  metagenomic 
samples from the environment resulted in a vast amount of OSG, which are probably shared by as 
of  yet  unknown  organisms  (Venter  et  al.,  2004;  Rusch  et  al.  2007).  Their  origin  remains  an 
evolutionary puzzle. It has been shown that only a fraction of OSG have a detectable homology to 
viral genes (Daubin et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2006), but this number may be a gross underestimate 
due to the low sequence coverage of virus populations: the public databases contain only ~103 
viral genome sequences, compared to the estimated viral population size in the oceans of ~4 x 
1030 (Yin et al., 2006; Rohwer, 2003). Another observation is that there is evidence for a larger 
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in genomes that show evidence of “Horizontal gene transfer” (HGT). It  is thought that bacteria 
obtain a significant proportion of their genetic diversity through the acquisition of sequences from 
distantly related organisms by HGT (Ochman et al., 2000). Since genomic islands are frequently 
associated with a particular microbial adaptation, such as antibiotic resistance, pathogen virulence, 
or metal resistance, this suggests that microbes could have access to a larger "arsenal" of novel 
genes  for  adaptation  than  previously  thought  (Hsiao  et  al.,  2005).  The  simplest  explanation 
proposed  is  that  they  could  be  mere  artefacts  caused  by  over-prediction  of  the  gene  finding 
algorithm (Skovgaard et  al.,  2001).  Over-prediction  of  mostly short  ORFs is  indeed evident  in 
several  genomes and is  proposed to  be an unfortunate  feature  of  many genome annotations 
(Ussery  et  al.,  2004).  Furthermore,  in  most  cases  OSG  are  only  predicted  by  computational 
methods and have never been experimentally validated. However, within the Escherichia coli K-12 
genome, 25 OSG have been experimentally verified by a direct reverse transcriptase - polymerase 
chain reaction assay. Transcripts were identified for a total of 19 OSG, with two OSG expressed 
under one of two tested growth conditions (Alimi et al., 2000). These results suggest that a decent 
amount of OSG correspond to  bona fide genes and have a function in the organism life cycle. 
Similar studies support  this hypothesis (Jensen et al.,  2003; Shmuely et al.,  2004; Siew et al., 
2005). 
 1.4.2 Group-specific genes (GSG)
The  second  group  of  genes  without  functional  assignment  is  composed  of  the  so  called 
“conserved hypothetical” genes, which are defined as genes with significant similarities to genes in 
the public databases, but without any functional assignments. Within this group, the fraction of 
genes with a broad phylogenetic distribution can be distinguished from the fraction restricted to a 
specific group of organisms. The group can represent organisms with a shared metabolism, close 
phylogenetic affiliation, or a common habitat, and are thus referred to as metabolism-, phylogeny- 
or habitat-specific genes, or simply group-specific genes (GSG). GSG are expected to represent 
unique  features  of  groups  of  organisms and  may offer  insights  into  ecological  adaptations  to 
particular  niches.  This  approach  is  also  often  referred  to  as  “phylogenetic  profiling”  with  the 
underlying assumption that a unique set of genes shared between any two organisms is correlated 
with a particular phenotype (Osterman et al., 2003). In the past, the detection of GSG has led to 
the identification of novel photosynthetic genes in photosynthetic prokaryotes (Martin et al., 2003; 
Mulkidjanian  et  al.,  2006)  and  light-inducible  proteins  that  determine  the  relative  fitness  of 
Prochlorococcus ecotypes  (Rocap  et  al.,  2003).  The  potential  of  GSG  for  determining  the 
phylogenetic  affiliation  of  microbes  has  also  been  realised.  Genes  specific  for  Bacteroidetes, 
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Deinococcus-Thermus, and  Alphaproteobacteria have  been  identified,  all  of  which  show  a 
proportion of genes restricted to a given taxonomic unit (Gupta et al., 2007; Griffiths et al., 2007; 
Gupta et al., 2007a). Several interesting findings regarding the functional role of GSG have been 
made.  Some  are  based  on  the  missing  genes  problem,  which  describes  the  discrepancy 
between the metabolic potential and the observed gene inventory of a given organism, and thereby 
an association of “conserved hypotheticals” with metabolic processes can be made (Osterman et 
al., 2003). There are examples available where enzymes have been experimentally characterised 
years before the corresponding “conserved hypothetical”  genes were identified (Galperin et al., 
2004).  Furthermore,  another  evolutionary trend revealed by genome comparisons,  is  the  non-
orthologous gene displacement of some enzymes by unrelated proteins with the same cellular 
functions. In fact, a portion of the phylogenetically widely distributed “conserved hypotheticals” are 
coding for  universal  enzymatic  processes that  are simply not  yet  characterised (Koonin et  al., 
1996). 
 1.4.3 Software to detect organism- and group-specific genes
A  publicly  available  database  for  retrieving  precomputed  OSG  and  GSG,  OrphanMine 
(www.genomics.ceh.ac.uk/orphan_mine), provides the analysis of 330 complete bacterial genomes 
(Wilson  et  al.,  2007).  The  OrphanMine  database  contains  the  results  of  all-against-all  blastp 
searches of 972,526 predicted genes. The database can be explored using the PHP web interface, 
which provides the ability to search for genes according to a number of criteria (similarity scores, 
sequence length, GC content and percent low complexity sequence). It also provides a method for 
ranking predicted proteins according to how likely they are to be “real”. The OrphanMine database 
provides the microbial  scientific  community with a means of  investigating sets of GSG to gain 
deeper insights into their properties and functions. A major drawback of the system is that it  is 
impossible to include proprietary, not yet published data. 
To study OSG and GSG in a comparative genomic context, a first prototype of a system that 
extracts GSG based on sequence similarity for a given phylogenetic affiliation was developed at 
the  Max  Planck  Institute  during  the  author’s  diploma thesis  in  2004  (Richter,  2004).  For  this 
purpose,  a  custom  genome  database,  genomesDB,  was  designed  comprising  all  coding 
sequences  (cds)  of  all  genomes  from  NCBI  Reference  Sequence  database  (RefSeq).  This 
provides a well-defined environment where all  organisms have been assigned to their  specific 
phylogenetic  affiliation.  Because  the  public  databases  still  contain  a  huge  amount  of 
phylogenetically  misclassified  sequences,  rather  than a  publicly  available  primary  database,  a 
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rebuild  of  a  local  curated  was  necessary  in  this  case.  To perform consistent  high-throughput 
screening for OSG and GSG, a controlled environment where the information associated with each 
sequence is clearly identified is a prerequisite.
This first prototype of genomesDB was a flat-file database and included several Perl scripts for 
generating a reference file and a protein sequence multiple FASTA file. The idea was to generate a 
reference file consisting of the curated set of completely sequenced genomes, plus a collection of 
all taxonomic information available for each genome, and finally to assign a unique ID to each 
genome entry. Next, a FASTA file of all CDS belonging to a particular genome entry is generated 
and the headers are modified by adding the unique ID from the reference file that corresponds to 
the processed genome. After performing a BLAST search between the investigated proteins and 
the generated multiple FASTA file, it is possible to extract proteins that exactly match a given set of 
criteria. 
The  first  application  of  genomesDB was  the  comparative  genome  analysis  of  two  sulfate- 
reducing bacteria (SRB),  Desulfotalea psychrophila strain Lsv54 and Desulfovibrio vulgaris strain 
Hildenborough (Rabus et al.,  2004; Heidelberg et al.,  2004). The  systematic extraction of GSG 
within these two organisms lead to the discovery of 24 genes, previously identified as conserved 
hypotheticals,  which  at  this  time  exclusively  occurred  in  organisms  able  to  perform  sulfate 
reduction (Richter, 2004). It can be proposed that these GSG are prime candidates for a crucial 
role in the sulfate reduction process.  These findings represent a first  step to reduce the huge 
amount of available genomic information to a small set of genes of unknown function, which are 
privileged targets for subsequent wet-lab experiments. 
In 2006, the system was brought to the next level and new parts were implemented in an object-
oriented approach (Tyanova, 2007; Kostadinov, 2007). The flat file database was replaced by a 
relational database back-end. The main objective of the relational database was to store important 
information  for  the  available  bacterial  genomes  that  allows  regular  use  and  updates  of  the 
information without disrupting the integrity and consistency of the database, which was not the 
case  in  the  former  version.  Furthermore,  the  system  was  extended  to  include  contextual 
information based on the description of the organisms at the NCBI “Entrez Genome Project”. For 
each  entry,  contextual  information  of  roughly  thirteen  parameters  is  collected  and  stored.  In 
January 2008, genomesDB contained 638 organisms from 19 different phyla. This phylogenetic 
distribution is visualised in Fig 6, which also shows that the distribution within genomesDB directly 
reflects public database biases. To maintain genomesDB a graphical user interface (GUI) has been 
implemented, allowing the user to add, update and edit each entry. 
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Figure 5: Graphical user interface to maintain a local genomesDB allowing the user to add, update and 
edit each entry. 
Figure  6: Phylogenetic  distribution  of  organisms of  bacterial  (green)  and  archaeal  (orange)  origin 
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By  integrating  these  heterogeneous  data  sources  it  became  obvious  that  the  process  of 
designing a database that includes contextual information is prone to suffer many problems, which 
arise  from  the  quality  of  the  primary  data.  With  an  increase  in  complexity  of  the  essential 
parameters, the difficulty of obtaining this information also increases as the amount and the quality 
of the data decreases. Therefore, initiatives such as the Genomic Standard Consortium (GSC) 
are highly appreciated (Field et al., 2008). The aim of the GSC is to support the community-based 
development  of  a  genomic  standard  that  captures  a  richer  set  of  information  about  complete 
genomes  and  metagenomic  datasets.  There  is  an  increasing  interest  in  accurate  and 
comprehensive  descriptions  associated  with  genomes  and  metagenomes.  The  consistent 
incorporation of additional contextual information would be a big step forward, especially for the 
detection of GSG. 
In  summary,  it  will  be extremely important  in  the  future  to  investigate  the  large number  of 
“hypothetical”  and  “conserved  hypothetical”  proteins  occurring  even  in  model  organisms. 
Bioinformatic  enhancement  of  the  functional  assignments  will  improve  our  understanding  of 
microbes  and  their  ecological  adaptations  to  the  environment.  The  proteins  without  assigned 
function are expected to play a major role in the ecological adaptations to particular niches. The 
scientific community is now aware of the long way to a complete understanding of even “simple” 
organisms, such as microbes.
 1.5 Locally maintained annotation/analysis pipelines
The computational needs for whole genome analysis and genome comparisons are extensive 
and require a specialised infrastructure. This infrastructure includes powerful hardware systems 
consisting of a computing cluster and dedicated servers. Moreover, large metagenomic datasets 
constitute an additional computational load, which must be processed through the same pipeline. 
To accomplish this task, an annotation and analysis pipeline for prokaryotic genomes based on a 
Linux  computer  cluster  has  been  established  over  the  past  seven  years  within  the  Microbial 
Genomics Group at the Max Planck Institute (MPI). The appropriate software for data storage, 
access and analysis has been completely integrated. Open source solutions were selected for 
these tasks  providing  high  flexibility  of  the  system combined  with  very low exploitation  costs. 
Initially, this pipeline was established for the annotation of  Rhodopirellula baltica  SH1T,  a marine 
representative  of  the  globally  distributed  and  environmentally  important  bacterial  order 
Planctomycetales (Glöckner  et  al.,  2003,  Lombardot,  2004).  Over  the  years,  the  pipeline  was 
successively expanded and today provides the software infrastructure necessary to compute, store 
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and visualize genomic data. In addition to the projects shown in this thesis, the pipeline has been 
successfully used for  several  in  house and collaborative annotation and comparative genomic 
projects.
 Comparative genomic analysis of novel marine planctomycetes fosmids from the Namibian 
and Oregon coast (Woebken et al., 2007).
 Annotation of Congregibacter litoralis KT71 (Fuchs et al., 2007).
 Annotation of the psychrophilic Flavobacterium bacteriophage 11b (Borriss et al., 2007).
 Annotation of the marine Bacteroidetes representative Gramella forsetii KT0803 (Bauer et 
al., 2006).
 Ongoing  metagenomic  analysis  of  yet  uncultivated  anaerobic  methanotrophic  archaea 
(Meyerdierks et al., 2005).
Besides up to date software tools,  such a pipeline must  invoke and maintain a number  of 
primary and secondary databases for genome analysis. These databases are available from public 
repositories  in  the  world  wide  web  and  updated  on a  regular  basis.  This  means that  regular 
updates of the pipeline are necessary and adaptations to the regularly changing data format are 
needed. This is a time-consuming process and can be a major part of the daily workload when 
maintaining  a  annotation/analysis  pipeline.  In  addition  to  well-developed  software  tools,  such 
pipelines always have a high number of custom written scripts to bring data in the right format for 
integration into the system. The annotation/analysis pipeline at the MPI can be roughly separated 
into four main components (Fig 7).
 1.5.1 Raw data editing
The  first  step  in  this  pipeline  is  the  raw  data  editing  which  includes  the  trimming  of  raw 
nucleotide data in a format to feed the binning tools and/or open reading frame prediction. The 
trimming of the raw data is necessary in most cases, due to inconsistencies in e.g. the header line 
or the sequences themselves. This step is normally carried out by custom scripts. If necessary, 
complex metagenomic datasets can be processed by the binning pipeline to generate valuable 
hints  on fragment  affiliation.  The binning approach is  based on the analysis  of  intrinsic  DNA-
signatures, such as tetranucleotide frequencies, and helps identify sequences that are likely to 
originate  from  the  same  source  organism  (Huntemann,  2006;  Teeling  et  al.,  2004).  This  is 
extremely important for the analysis of metagenomic data where valid phylogenetic markers are 
missing on most of the fragments. 
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Figure 7: Locally maintained annotation/analysis pipeline at the MPI. Central component is the GenDB 
system (red).  Around  this  system three  further  components  are  placed,  raw data  editing  (yellow) 
providing binning approaches and ORF predictions, the batch analysis (blue) providing job submissions 
and result parsing and the user interaction (green) providing graphical and programming interfaces. 
Subsequently, the raw data runs through the ORF prediction pipeline. Currently, two different 
approaches  for  ORF prediction  are  established.  For  high  quality  data,  such  as  closed  whole 
genomes,  the  in-house  gene  prediction  software  MORFind2  (J.  Waldmann  and  H.  Teeling, 
unpublished)  is  used.  This  system combines the  three gene finders  CRITICA,  Glimmer3,  and 
ZCURVE (Badger et al., 1999; Delcher et al., 2007; Guo et al., 2003) and resolves conflicts in an 
iterative  post-processing  algorithm  to  enhance  ORF  prediction.  For  low  quality,  short  and 
fragmented metagenomic data, the ORF prediction software MetaGene was integrated (Noguchi et 
al., 2006) in the pipeline. MetaGene predicts prokaryotic genes on anonymous genomic sequence 
fragments longer than 100 bp. For that it utilizes di-codon frequencies estimated by the GC content 
of a given sequence in combination with various statistical measures.
Finally, the export of the ORF prediction system is imported into the central GenDB database for 
further processing.
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 1.5.2 The annotation system GenDB
The main component of the central storage and analysis system is GenDB v2.2., which was 
developed by the Bioinformatics Resource Facility (BRF) of the Center for Biotechnology (CeBiTec) 
at Bielefeld University (Meyer et al., 2003). GenDB is available as open source under the GNU 
public license (GPL). The license was an important factor for using this system, because it allows 
the modification of the source code and thereby the necessary custom adaptations as the data 
available for analysis changed. The modularly built GenDB system was developed using an object-
oriented approach, and it relies on a relational database back end (e.g. MySQL). By using a well-
defined application programmers interface (API), the system can be easily linked to other systems. 
The  database  is  embedded  in  an  object-oriented  Perl-layer  (Perl-O2DBI),  which  provides  the 
interface with facilities to  execute queries and retrieve results  from the database.  The original 
database  structure  consists  of  over  20  root  tables.  The  four  most  important  root-tables  for 
prokaryotic genome analysis will be described in greater detail. 
The basic  idea of  the GenDB database structure is to have root-tables that  store the most 
generic information about a group of sub-tables. Each root-table entry is associated with a unique 
primary  id  and  a  unique  number  describing  the  entry  class  type.  Each  entry  in  a  sub-table 
belonging to a root- table is linked via a parent id to the primary id of the root.
Table  'Sequence'. The  'Sequence'  table  stores  the  primary  nucleotide  information  of  the 
sequences belonging to a project.  Several  primary sequences for a project are possible.  Each 
'Sequence' entry has a unique id pointing to exactly one nucleotide sequence. This is also the only 
table for storing real sequence data and keeps the system non-redundant. All other tables point to 
an entry in this table to link to the real sequence.
Table 'Region'. The 'Region' table stores abstract start and stop information derived from the 
corresponding 'Sequence' entry, plus individual information such as name or class type. Commonly 
used class types are, for example, the contig or the coding region (CDS), such that a CDS is 
already a part of contig (Fig 8). A CDS entry is described by an absolute start and stop on a given 
contig that points to the corresponding positions in the 'Sequence' table. Each 'Region' entry can 
be linked to multiple entries in the 'Annotation' table.
Table 'Observation'. Observations are results of tools that have processed sequences from 
'Regions'. Entries within this table point to a corresponding 'Region' and a corresponding 'Tool'. The 
database structure offers build-in support for numerous publicly available sequence analysis tools. 
Currently the pipeline performs BLAST against several public and in-house databases, Pfam and 
InterPro. In addition, the prediction of signal peptides with the tool SignalP (Bendtsen et al., 2004) 
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and the transmembrane helices prediction software TMHMM (Krogh et al., 2001) are performed. 
Table  'Annotation'. All  entries  stored  here  can  be  described  as  the  interpretation  of  the 
information  derived from the Observation  table.  It  includes fields  such as  gene product,  gene 
name, EC number, GO numbers, annotator and many more. All annotations ever made are stored 
permanently, thus creating an annotation history for each 'Region' entry.
The relationship between a 'Region', 'Observation' and 'Annotation' is visualised in Figure 8. 
Figure 8: Relationships within the data model of GenDBv2.2, representing the three most important 
tables. Modified after Meyer et al., 2003. 
 1.5.3 Grid-based job processing
Grid-based  job  processing  uses  the  software  Sun  Grid  Engine  (SGE) 
(www.sun.com/software/gridware/),  which  provides  policy-based  workload  management  and 
dynamic provisioning of application workloads. The SGE is used by the GenDB job submitter and 
results parser to perform calculations and offers built-in support for numerous publicly available 
sequence analysis tools, such as BLAST, InterPro, Pfam, SignalP and TMHMM. Furthermore, the 
SGE  is  used  by  all  process  intensive  application  calculations,  such  as  the  auto-annotator 
MicHanThi (Quast, 2006). 
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 1.5.4 Visualisation & user interaction
The number of observations calculated for a single project can easily reach a million entries. 
Thus, appropriate visualisation and enhanced user interaction must focus on filtering the amount of 
information to make it  human readable. Through the GenDB API it  is possible to combine and 
retrieve any kind of data from the database. The pre-computed core set of data is then used in 
house for several kinds of visualisations and statistic calculations.
GenDB web interface
GenDB's default visualisation module can be reached by a standard browser and includes a 
static  gene-centric  genome  browser,  features  annotation  and  observation  viewing  modes,  a 
pathway map, genome plots and a GO inspection tool (GOPArc) for metabolic reconstruction (Fig 
9). The web interface is HTML/Perl based and displays only a part of the genome as static images. 
To view a different portion of the genomic information the web server must render new images and 
transfer these to the client. The web interface is used for gene by gene annotation. 
Circular genome representations
By default, the GenDB system is able to generate circular genome plots for a single genome. 
For comparative genomics it is most interesting to see stretches of insertions or deletions of genes 
between  several  genomes.  Circular  plots  that  are  based  on  reciprocal  best  matches  (RBM) 
between a  reference genome and the  genomes of  interest  are  a  useful  alternative  and were 
implemented as a new module (Fig 10). The circular plots are generated with the software tool 
GCPlot (Stothard et al.,  2005),  a Java package for generating high quality,  zoomable maps of 
circular genomes. These plots are generally well suited for getting an overview of large genomic 
datasets, which is impossible using a linear view. If the plots are based on RBM they provide an 
interesting view on the set of shared genes between a given set of organisms.
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Figure 9: GenDB web interface for genome annotation. The annotation or observation dialogue can be 
accessed with the selection menu at the lower right. Statistics for a selected gene can be viewed in the 
“Region Info”  window in  the middle.  The lower  left  shows the corresponding contig  statistics.  The 
genome browser on the top provides an overview of the neighbourhood of the gene of interest. 
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Figure 10: Whole genome plot based on reciprocal best matches between four organisms. The outer 
circle  represents  the  reference  genome and  the  different  colour  shades  correspond to  the  strand 
position  of  the  reference.  Each  circle  represents  an  organism  and  each  tick  corresponds  to  an 
orthologous gene between the respective  genome and the reference genome.  Areas without  ticks 
correspond to genes present in the reference genome, but not in the genomes compared.
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The  central  objective  of  this  work  was  to  process  and  integrate  large  genomic  sequence 
datasets  obtained  by  “state  of  the  art”  sequencing  and  amplification  technologies  for  their 
transformation into biological knowledge. In this respect, the following genomes from a total of five 
sequencing  projects  have  been  processed,  integrated  and  analysed  to  learn  more  about  the 
biology of the organisms:
 a symbiotic bacterial community of the marine worm Olavius algarvensis
 the genome of the magnetotactic bacterium Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense MSR-1
 the genome of Beggiatoa sp.
 three DNA fragments (32 to 41 kb) of uncultured sulfate-reducing prokaryotes
 the genome of Gramella forsetii KT0803
The  lessons  learned  during  the  analysis  of  such  large  datasets  and  the  development  of 
bioinformatics routines to address particular biological questions can be used as a base ground to 
implement a new user-friendly software tool. Such a tool should be able to perform comparative 
genomic  analysis  and  run  searches  through  multiple  (meta)genomes  of  interest  in  a  modular 
fashion.  This  will  deliver  results  and  target  answers  more  quickly  and  with  minimal  effort  for 
upcoming genomic  projects.  In  the  field  of  genomics,  the  availability  of  tailored  bioinformatics 
software solutions is expected to be the limiting factor in many applications in the coming years. 
Furthermore, visualization and integration of contextual information is an important functionality, 
and is often the key to generating knowledge from the growing datasets.
The objectives of the three most challenging projects with respect to size and complexity are now  
briefly described.
 1.6.1 Olavius algarvensis symbionts community analysis
Olavius algarvensis are small, gutless marine worms that are involved in a remarkable example 
of a highly co-evolved symbiosis.  These worms are found in coastal  sediments, lack a mouth, 
digestive tract or typical excretory system. Instead, they harbour two  Gammaproteobacteria, two 
Deltaproteobacteria,  and some individuals,  a spirochaete directly below their  outer skin.  These 
bacteria can oxidise and reduce sulfur compounds to generate the energy used to convert carbon 
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dioxide into organic carbon, which feeds the worm for growth (Dubilier et al., 2006). The task was 
to use the power of metagenomics to learn more about this multifaceted partnership and provide a 
new dimension in the study of community organization and metabolism in microbial communities. 
The genomic data from these symbionts were thought to explain how the microbes help the worm 
digest  food  and  excrete  waste.  Furthermore,  the  study  was  intended  to  indicate  whether 
metagenomics  can  be  used  to  explain  the  biological  capabilities  of  a  low  diversity  microbial 
community. The project was initiated by Nicole Dubilier, sequencing and assembly were carried out 
by Tanja Woyke. Additional bioinformatic analysis was performed by the Joint Genome Institute 
using the IMG/M system.
 1.6.2 Comparative genomics of magnetotactic bacteria
Magnetotactic bacteria are able to navigate along magnetic fields (magnetotaxis) in their aquatic 
habitats based on specific intracellular structures, the magnetosomes, which are nanometer-sized 
crystals of magnetite (Fe3O4) or greigite (Fe3S4) (Bazylinski et al., 2004). Magnetotaxis is a complex 
phenotype,  depending  on  the  biomineralisation  of  magnetosomes  and  a  highly  coordinated 
interaction of  several  sensory mechanisms. A number of magnetotaxis/magnetosome formation 
genes (mam genes) were recently identified within a conserved genomic magnetosome island 
(MAI) (Ullrich et al, 2005). The analysis of the MAI indicated the essential role of the mam genes in 
magnetosome-directed  iron  transport,  magnetosome  chain  assembly  and  control  of  magnetite 
crystallization. But their specific functions of most mam genes are still unknown. Recently, it was 
speculated  that  additional  genes  located  outside  the  MAI  might  be  involved  in  the  control  of 
magnetosome  biomineralization,  chain  formation  and  magnetotaxis.  The  comprehensive 
understanding of the processes has the potential to yield biogenic magnetic nanoparticles for use 
in  a  number  of  applications,  such  as  in  immobilization  of  bioactive  compounds,  magnetic 
separation, and others (Saiyed et al., 2003).
In  order  to  identify  genes  specifically  associated  with  the  magnetotactic  phenotype, 
comparisons of four sequenced magnetotactic Alphaproteobacteria, including the nearly complete 
genome  of  Magnetospirillum  gryphiswaldense strain  MSR-1,  the  complete  genome  of 
Magnetospirillum magneticum strain AMB-1 (Matsunaga et al., 2005), the draft genome sequence 
of  Magnetospirillum  magnetotacticum strain  MS-1  (Schleifer  et  al.,  1991),  and  the  complete 
genome of the magnetic coccus MC-1 (Williams et al., 2006) were conducted.
This project was also driven by the availability of  a genetic system for  M. gryphiswaldense 
(Schultheiss and Schüler, 2003). The genetic system includes a plating technique that allows the 
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screening of magnetic versus non-magnetic colonies, and a protocol for the transfer of foreign DNA 
by electroporation and high-frequency conjugation. This system will propel the characterisation of 
extracted candidate genes in order to elucidate a possible function in the complex magnetotactic 
phenotype.  The  project  was  accomplished  in  close  collaboration  with  Dirk  Schüler  from  the 
Magneto-lab  at  MPI-Bremen,  now in  Munich.  Sequencing  and  assembly  were  carried  out  by 
Michael Kube from the Max Planck Institute in Berlin.
 1.6.3 Genome analysis of uncultured Beggiatoa sp.
Beggiatoa are  multicellular,  filamentous,  colourless  sulfur  bacteria.  They inhabit  freshwater, 
marine and hypersaline sediments and form distinct mats on top of sulphide-rich areas (Mussmann 
et al., 2003). Beggiatoa sp. are nitrate-storing bacteria that oxidise hydrogen sulphide using either 
oxygen or nitrate, which can be stored in intracellular vacuoles. Marine mat representatives are 
conspicuously large and accumulate nitrate in vacuoles to survive anoxia, a unique feature among 
prokaryotes. Despite their extraordinary metabolic properties and their biogeochemical importance, 
little is known about their genetic repertoire due to the lack of pure cultures. 
This  study  intended  to  elucidate  the  genetic  potential  of  Beggiatoa sp.  using  exponentially 
amplified DNA from two individual multicellular filaments of uncultured  Beggiatoa sp. by multiple 
displacement amplification (MDA) (Kvist et al., 2007). To evaluate the quality of the amplification 
process,  sequencing  was  performed  with  a  clone-free  pyrosequencing  and  classical 
electrophoretic (Sanger) sequencing of clone libraries. 
For  the  first  time,  the  results  of  this  study provided  insights  into  the  genetic  potential  and 
genome-encoded adaptations of two individual  Beggiatoa filaments. Furthermore, this study was 
intended  to  extend  the  knowledge  about  the  long-term coexistence  and  adaptations  between 
cyanobacteria and Beggiatoa at sediment surfaces. The project was initiated by Marc Mußmann, 
who was also leading the biological analysis. Sequencing and assembly were performed by Fen Z. 
Hu from the Center for Genomic Sciences in Pittsburgh.
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Abstract
Background: Current sequencing technologies give access to sequence information for genomes 
and metagenomes at a tremendous speed. Subsequent  data processing is mainly performed by 
automatic pipelines provided by the sequencing centers. Although,  standardised workflows are 
desirable and useful in many respects, rational data mining, comparative genomics, and especially 
the  interpretation  of  the  sequence  information  in  the  biological  context,  demands  for  intuitive, 
flexible, and extendable solutions. 
Results: The JCoast software tool was primarily designed to analyse and compare (meta)genome 
sequences of prokaryotes. Based on a pre-computed GenDB database project, JCoast offers a 
flexible graphical user interface (GUI), as well as an application programming interface (API) that 
facilitates  back-end  data  access.  JCoast  offers  individual,  cross  genome-,  and  metagenome 
analysis, and assists the biologist in exploration of large and complex datasets.
Conclusion: JCoast combines all functions required for the mining, annotation, and interpretation 
of (meta)genomic data. The lightweight software solution allows the user to easily take advantage 
of  advanced  back-end  database  structures  by  providing  a  programming  and  graphical  user 
interface to answer biological questions. JCoast is available at http://www.megx.net/jcoast
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Background
The  sequencing  of  genomes  and  metagenomes  has  become  a  standard  technology  in 
molecular biology. Currently, over 700 sequenced genomes of bacterial and archaeal origin are 
publicly available [1]. Initiatives such as the Community Sequencing Program at the Joint Genome 
Institute (JGI), the Microbial Genome Sequencing Project funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation, or collaborations with Genoscope, enable researchers worldwide to get their genome 
or metagenome of interest easily sequenced. With the acceptance of a sequencing project, initial 
bioinformatic  support  is  often  granted  through  web-based  systems,  such  as  the  Integrated 
Microbial Genomes (IMG and IMG/M) system [2] or Magnifying Genomes [3] to give two examples. 
To cope with the flood of data generated by community sequencing projects such as the Venter 
cruises  [4,5],  the  CAMERA  (Community  Cyberinfrastructure  for  Advanced  Marine  Microbial 
Ecology Research and Analysis) consortium was recently established providing access to both the 
data and pre-computed information [6]. 
Standardised steps for data processing in (meta)genome analysis are highly appreciated for 
their ability to make results comparable and the processing transparent. Nevertheless, after the 
first round of data mining using web-based annotation systems, specific requests by the biologists 
typically arise, which ask for alternative views of the data. To deal with such demands, full access 
to the tools and databases is required. This is best handled through the use of “rich clients”, which 
take full advantage of the native facilities of the user's computer. Making use of existing graphics 
hardware  acceleration,  rich  clients  can  serve  as graphical  front-end  to  display  complex  and 
interactive visualisations  [7]. One  of  the  most  popular,  stable,  flexible,  and  publicly  available 
genome visualisation tools is Artemis [8]. Although, it can be extended for computations, it lacks a 
central storage system and is therefore, in most cases, only used as a viewer for genomic data. 
A “state-of-the-art”  infrastructure for (meta)genome analysis should be based on a relational 
database system that  stores and  organises assembled DNA sequence data,  gene predictions, 
results  from  automatic  analysis,  and  manual  annotations  [9].  The  analysis  should  integrate 
similarity searches against a variety of different data sources based on established algorithms to 
get  a  comprehensive  overview  of  the  available  information  for  each  gene  and  gene  family. 
Consistent  data  processing  and  storage  is  a  prerequisite  for  flexible  data  analysis,  which  is 
essential when addressing specific requests of the biologists. Project and user management is also 
necessary to organise data access on all  levels (administrator, annotator, guests). In 2003, the 
GenDB system [10]  was  released as  an open source solution  for  high  quality  whole  genome 
annotation. The system  relies on a relational database system for back-end storage and takes 
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advantage of Grid technology for massive distributed computing. In addition to project and user 
management, GenDB offers visualisation, annotation, and search capabilities via a web front-end. 
GenDB  has  already  been  successfully  used  in  many  annotation  projects  [e.g.  11,12,13]  and 
adopted by the Network of Excellence “Marine Genomics Europe” [14] as their standard tool for 
genome analysis.
Although equipped with an advanced backbone for data processing and storage, the available 
GenDB web-visualisation and analysis capabilities were not able to cover all user-specific requests 
such as parallel analysis of several genomic sources or a sortable tabular representation of the 
gene  content.  Further  modules  for  the  calculation  of  group-specific  genes,  COG  statistics, 
advanced search functionalities, as well as gene grouping were continuously requested.
In order to address this issue, we developed JCoast, a Comparative Analysis and Search Tool 
for prokaryotic genomes. JCoast is a standalone tool that makes use of the standardised genome 
processing  and  storage  system,  GenDB.  JCoast  offers  individual  and  cross  genome-  and 
metagenome analysis by handling several  projects simultaneously.  It  provides a graphical  user 
interface (GUI), and an application programming interface (API), including a plug-in facility for user 
extensions. JCoast can also work on local databases following the GenDB schema, independently 
of  a full  GenDB installation.  It  is  publicly available and can be easily installed using the Java 
Webstart technology. The low system requirements, especially when pre-computed databases are 
used, the very limited need for maintenance, combined with highly flexible data analysis options, 
leaves  the  biologists  to  concentrate  on  biological  questions  rather  than  solving  computation 
problems. 
Implementation
JCoast is written in the platform-independent, object-oriented programming language, Java [15]. 
It can be started using the Java Web Start technology, which automatically downloads and installs 
the software locally. This ensures the user to always get access to the latest version available. 
Alternatively, it can be downloaded and installed manually.
JCoast offers two entry points to access the genomic data and bioinformatic results:
● the  GUI,  which  is  implemented  with  the  Java-Swing  extension,  SwingX [16].  The  GUI 
provides all functions necessary to analyse, search, and manipulate genomic information, 
and  includes  dedicated  modules  for  addressing  e.g.  group  specific  genes  (GSG)  or 
comparative statistics based on profile-HMMs.
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● the API, which provides object relational mapping to the underlying database and specific 
classes for advanced searches, data mining and statistics.
The JCoast source code is organised in:
● the 'api' package, which contains all classes describing the core functionality;
● the 'gui'  package, which contains all classes describing the graphical user interface and 
related inherited functionalities; 
● the 'scripts' package, which contains ready to use methods for project maintenance, time- 
consuming  calculations  (e.g.  calculation  of  reciprocal  best  matches),  and  specific  data 
transfer methods, such as the export of the database in NCBI Sequin format for genome 
data submissions.
By  default,  JCoast  supports  five  bioinformatic  tools:  BLAST [17],  Pfam  [18],  InterPro  [19], 
SignalP [20], and TMHMM [21], and offers a direct access to the Geographic-BLAST tool provided 
by megx.net [22]. 
The current  JCoast  implementation relies on MySQL 5.0 [23]  and a GenDB 2.2 compatible 
database schema. A detailed description of the GenDB system can be found in Meyer et al., 2003 
[10]. 
The following extensions to the GenDB database schema are necessary to support all features 
offered by JCoast:
Gene groups 
JCoast offers assigning a set of genes into “gene groups”. This allows visualisation and analysis 
of the (meta)genomic information across projects. In order to store gene groups in JCoast, the 
GenDB  database  model  needs  to  be  extended  by  two  tables,  Gene_Group  and 
Gene_Group_Region.  Gene_Group contains the description of the group,  Gene_Groups_Region 
contains the corresponding genes belonging to a defined Gene_Group. 
Codon offset
Partial protein coding genes that result from missing start codons are common in draft- and 
metagenomic datasets. To handle this, the GenDB database needs to be extended by the table 
Region_CDS_Codon_Offset.  This  ensures  that  the  translation  will  always  start  on  the  first 
complete codon.
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Results
The Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The main window of JCoast is composed of six modules (Fig 1). The 'Browser' module is the 
central  component  of  JCoast,  which is re-used by most  other modules to display results.  It  is 
separated into three panels, the 'Genome Browser' on top, the 'Table Browser' in the middle, and 
the 'Observation Browser' at the bottom. 
Figure 1 – JCoast overview. The JCoast main window is separated into three panels, the 'Genome 
Browser' on top, the 'Table Browser' in the middle, and the 'Observation Browser' at the bottom. The 
'Genome Browser'  provides  a  graphical  representation  of  genes  on  the  genomic  or  metagenomic 
contigs under investigation. The 'Table Browser' displays different types of regions (CDS, contig, tRNA 
and rRNA) belonging to a project. A button panel implements rapid switching between regions. The 
'Observation Browser' at the bottom displays the different similarity search results for a CDS. 
The  'Genome  Browser'  provides  a  graphical  representation  of  genes  on  the  genomic  or 
metagenomic contigs under investigation.  It  is  directly linked to the 'Table Browser'  where the 
corresponding region is shown. The 'Table Browser'  displays different  types of  regions (coding 
sequence (CDS), contig, tRNA and rRNA) belonging to a project. Where a project is defined as all 
contigs belonging to e.g. a single organism or a metagenomic sample. A button panel implements 
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rapid switching between regions. The panel also offers the ability to extract sequence information 
for a single gene, region, or for a whole project, as either amino acids or nucleotides. For each 
CDS entry,  an  'Annotation  dialog'  can  be  entered.  This  dialog  allows  annotation  of  the  gene 
products, the EC numbers, gene names, and additional comments for each entry. All annotations 
are immediately stored and subsequently available for other annotators. With the history function of 
GenDB all  user  changes are  tracked.  Additionally,  regions  can be deleted via  the  panel.  The 
'Observation Browser'  at  the  bottom displays  the  different  similarity search results  for  a CDS. 
Depending on the selected tools, additional functions are available for each entry. For example, 
every similarity search result is referenced to its original entry in public repositories (e.g. GenBank), 
if available. The public entry is shown in the standard browser of the host system.
For the similarity search results against genomesDB (see below for more details), preconfigured 
charts are available for  visualisation. For example, the taxonomic distribution analysis of BLAST 
hits can be shown in a pie chart, ordered either by phylum, family, order, class, or species (Fig 2).
Figure 2 – Taxonomy distribution chart. JCoast uses the database genomesDB for the calculation of 
GSGs and for drawing taxonomy distribution charts. For each CDS such a chart can be calculated on 
the fly, based on different taxonomic levels e.g. phylum, class, order, family or species. In addition also 
contextual information can be used for this calculation.
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All tables have a common set of functions to enhance the usability:
● an alphanumeric sorter for each column of the table. 
● the column control button in the upper left corner of each table; this button enables the user 
to hide and unhide a column within the table.
● a panel for text search in order to search within the visible content of the tables.
● The module 'Statistics' includes three kinds of “on-the-fly” calculations based on: 
● Cluster of Orthologous Groups of Genes (COG) [24], which counts the absolute number of 
genes belonging to one of the COG categories.
● Pfam [18], which counts the absolute occurrence of a defined Pfam model in a project. 
● project  content,  which  calculates  statistics  about  the  number  of  CDS,  contigs,  tRNAs, 
rRNAs, nucleotide usage and coding percentage.
The 'Text Search'  module has been designed for string and regular expression searches in 
annotations, comments, gene names, EC numbers (Annotation Search). Within the complex set of 
similarity search results (Observation Search); the search is filtered by applying an E-value cutoff. 
The results view makes use of the main browser panel and displays matching regions as subsets.
The 'Pfam Search' module allows searching within Pfam models by applying an E-value cutoff. 
This allows, for instance, consistent cross genome comparisons. The results can be displayed as a 
subset of regions or as a graphical output of all Pfam models of each CDS (Fig 3).
The 'Group-Specific Genes' (GSG) module was designed to enable the researcher to search for 
genes with a limited occurrence in a given taxonomic group or any group defined by the user. This 
module is based on the custom database, genomesDB (see below). Each CDS of a reference 
genome  is  tested  for  group-specificity  by  looking  at  the  observations  produced  by  similarity 
searches on the protein level against the custom database, genomesDB. By definition, a GSG 
shows significant similarity only to genes in the same taxonomic unit. Therefore, an E-value cutoff 
was implemented to evaluate significance. To be group-specific, a CDS must have at least one “in-
taxon” observation and no “out-of-taxon” observations below the defined threshold. Self-hits are 
filtered out and can be adjust within the preferences. 
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Figure 3 – Pfam model search. JCoast supports extensive Pfam model search functionality, including 
graphical domain structure display
The 'genomesDB' database
GenomesDB is  a custom designed relational  database,  which includes a Java interface for 
maintenance.  It  is  build  from  the  proteome  FASTA files  obtained  by  the  NCBI  Reference 
Sequences  database  (RefSeq)  for  all  fully  sequenced  bacterial  and  archaeal  genomes  (621 
genomes, Jan 2008). Each genome, chromosome, and protein in the database is tagged with a 
unique internal numerical identifier. In addition, taxonomic and contextual information are parsed 
from NCBI Entrez Genome Project database. For every entry, taxonomic information is collected 
for the corresponding kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus and species. Further contextual 
data  available  pertain  to  genome  size,  guanine-cytosine  content,  Gram  staining,  shape, 
arrangement,  endospores  formation,  motility,  salinity,  oxygen,  habitat  and  temperature  range. 
Genomes of interest can be selected for export via the interface, including the protein sequences 
as a multiple sequence FASTA file.
In contrast to the general-purpose database NCBI-nr, the focus of genomesDB is to provide 
manually  curated  phylogenetic  affiliations,  plus  as  much  additional  contextual  information  as 
possible. The database is used by JCoast to determine GSGs and to calculate distribution charts 
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of selected properties. The current version of genomesDB can be downloaded from the JCoast 
homepage.
Web-Service: Geographic-BLAST
To allow researchers to systematically study the geographic distribution of particular genes in 
the environment,  a  click  on the  'Geographic  BLAST'  button in  JCoast  starts  a remote BLAST 
search of the database for marine ecological genomix (megx.net) [22] for a selected gene. The 
results are shown on the Genomes Mapserver, which integrates sequence data
 
with contextual 
information, such as physical,
 
chemical, and biological data based on geography. In addition to the 
geographical  distribution  of  particular  genes,  statistics  are  provided  pertaining  to  the 
presence/absence  and  abundance  of  the  gene  of  interest  with  respect  to  sampling  sites  and 
environmental conditions.
The Application Programming Interface (API)
The JCoast core API comprises strictly defined objects of all the important GenDB database 
tables.  All  sequence  related  features,  such  as  contigs  or  CDS  definitions,  annotations,  and 
bioinformatic tool results are encoded within these Java objects. The core API also contains the 
complete SQL code,  which  is  required to  communicate  with  the database.  The building  of  all 
required Java objects has been merged into a single class. This encapsulation renders JCoast 
flexible, making it possible to work on data sources other than GenDB. The JCoast core API is 
used extensively by the graphical user interface and the 'scripts' package, which is included in the 
JCoast source code. The classes within this package deliver an easy to use environment, mainly 
designed for users with little Java programming experience that want to use JCoast to address 
complex biological questions. The ‘scripts’ package includes template classes, which manage the 
database communication and user identification issues for the user. It also includes ready to use 
classes for maintaining projects, exporting data, and performing statistical calculations. Many of 
these classes are able to store the results directly in the database as 'GeneGroups' for subsequent 
evaluation of the results using the JCoast GUI.
Case studies
JCoast  has already been extensively used and evaluated in recently published comparative 
genomic and metagenomic projects. 
In  the  field  of  genomics,  JCoast  was  used  to  analyse the  finished  genome  of  the  marine 
Bacteroidetes Gramella forsetii [25]  in  the  context  of  15  other  Bacteroidetes draft  sequences 
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provided by the Moore foundation. Extensive analysis was successfully performed on the draft 
genome of Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense strain MSR-1 for comparison with three other draft 
genomes of magnetotactic bacteria [26]. Aside from standard annotation support in both projects, 
detailed statistical analysis of the presence/absence and abundance of specific Pfam profiles in the 
genomes was performed to identify specialisation and niche adaptation of the organisms. Cross-
comparisons of all genes within the phenotypic group of magnetotactic bacteria revealed a set of 
group specific genes that are now the subject of targeted lab experiments. The implementation of 
the group specific genes module, in combination with the genomesDB database, proved extremely 
helpful by significantly accelerating the transition from in silico predictions to lab work. Furthermore, 
the  system  was  used  to  assist  in  the  annotation  and  ongoing  comparative  analysis  of 
Congregibacter forsetii KT 71 [27].
In the field of metagenomics, a prototype of the software was used to analyse and compare 30 
Mb of DNA on 511 scaffolds (comprising 21,077 ORFs) the symbiotic community of the marine 
oligochaete, Olavius sp., sequenced by a community shot-gun approach [28], as well as 9 Mb of 
DNA on 7,860 scaffolds from single filaments of  Beggiatoa sp. determined by combined genome 
amplification  and  pyro-  and  Sanger  sequencing  [29].  Both  projects  had  a  challenging  and 
heterogeneous  set  of  short  to  medium  sized  DNA scaffolds  and  contigs  that  needed  to  be 
analysed.  The marginally low quality of the data was problematic, and led to the development of 
the codon offset table to cope with partial genes. Moreover, JCoast is currently used to  analyse 
Fosmid-sized clone libraries from different marine sampling sites.
In  all  projects,  the  system  was  able  to  assist  the  biologists  to  generate  results  faster  by 
providing custom-tailored solutions.  On the other hand,  close connection to the users provided 
valuable feedback for software enhancements.
Discussion
Many data mining, annotation, and  visualisation systems have been developed over the last 
years, each with their advantages and disadvantages, for a review see [30, 7]. In addition, several 
stand-alone tools have been introduced,  which rely on object-oriented programming languages 
(e.g. Strainer: Software for analysis of population variation in community genomic datasets [31] or 
MetaLook:  a  3D  visualisation software  for  marine  ecological  genomics  [32]).  They have  been 
designed to facilitate the exploration and analysis of highly specific datasets. Moreover, they are 
user-friendly  and  offer  simple  installation  procedures.  A shift  from  process  to  object  oriented 
programming languages is a current trend in biologist-centric software development.
The  JCoast  software  tool  offers  the  unique  combination  of  a  standardised,  open  source 
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relational database system in the back-end and a user-oriented rich-client in a lightweight, stand-
alone solution. The common usage of the GenDB system in academia and industry has made it 
easy to find a collaboration partner providing initial data processing and database access. The 
company Ribocon GmbH already offers custom tailored genome analysis in GenDB/JCoast format 
on a commercial basis [33]. 
The possibility  to  run  JCoast  locally  with  either  on site  or  remote  access  to  pre-computed 
databases frees the biologist from the need to acquire specialised knowledge about how to install 
and  maintain  complex annotation  pipelines,  while  taking advantage  of  an  advanced database 
structure and a tightly-linked graphical user interface. As a result, the biologists can focus on their 
research with no or minimal programming efforts. 
With the advent of next generation sequencing technologies even independent working groups 
or  individual  researchers  can  get  easy  access  to  genomic  sequence  data.  In  such  a  case, 
researchers often go for specific genes of interest in a defined set of genomes or metagenomes, 
rather than to perform a time-consuming comprehensive annotation of an entire (meta)genome. 
Therefore, easy to use and flexible data mining software systems will most likely be favored over 
complex annotation systems. Biologist-centric software tools such as JCoast facilitate these tasks 
by providing components with sophisticated bioinformatic functionalities without prior programming 
knowledge of the biologist [34]. 
Furthermore, the handling of sensitive data, as it is often the case in commercial applications, 
demands for locally installed software systems. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the analysis of 
thousands of genes and large scale comparisons with published data is not trivial and will always 
require an appropriate cyberinfrastructure.
Currently, JCoast is primarily used for the analysis of prokaryotic genome data. In general, the 
GenDB  system  supports  the  analysis  of  eukaryotic  data  as  well,  but  handling  the  additional 
information for such projects is not implemented in JCoast at the moment. Several extensions are 
planned  for  the  future,  e.g.  including  an  importer  allowing  the  user  to  import  standardised 
sequence description files which currently can only be done using the import capabilities of the 
GenDB backbone. A project and user management system will be necessary to enhance usability 
in  this respect.  Common genome linguistic  methods (GC-skew,  oligonucleotide statistics),  data 
quality  checks for 454/Solexa [35] sequences and further incorporation of contextual (meta)data 
standards are envisioned. 
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Conclusions
JCoast is a biologist-oriented graphical software tool that provides a powerful API to manipulate 
and  data  mine  genomic  information  and  bioinformatic  results  using  the  Java  object-oriented 
programming  language.  The GUI  is  able  to  handle  large  metagenomes,  as  well  as  minimally 
assembled single genome projects. It provides a full-featured genome browser and sophisticated 
statistical and search functionalities. JCoast is developed as an extension to the GenDB back-end, 
but can also be used as standalone software. Pre-computed databases can be gained through an 
academic collaboration or by a dedicated service company [33]. This lightweight software solution 
allows the biologist to concentrate on transforming genomic data into biological knowledge with 
minimal programming experience. JCoast has been successfully applied to several genome and 
metagenome projects and has proven to be both stable and easy to use. The JCoast software tool 
is  publicly available from the project  website  via  Java Webstart  or  as a Kubuntu [36]  JCoast-
LiveCD. The source code is available upon request from the authors. 
Availability and Requirements
● Project name: JCoast – Comparative Analysis and Search Tool 
● Project homepage: http://www.megx.net/jcoast
● Operating systems: Linux and Windows
● Programming language: Java JRE 1.5 or higher
● Other requirements: Pre-computed GenDB V2.2 MySQL database
● License: GNU General Public License version 3 (GPL3)
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In  2004,  the  analysis  of  a  single  genome  was  a  major  investment  in  terms  of  sequencing, 
computational and manpower. This has changed dramatically and today a single genome is rapidly 
sequenced and automatically analysed using advanced software tools, but transforming this flood 
of data into biological knowledge is still a challenge. Modern microbial genomics has even moved 
into the sequencing of complete microbial  communities or  DNA from single cells of  uncultured 
bacteria. As a result, the genomic and metagenomic data generated worldwide lead to the currently 
observed exponential growth of the public sequence databases (Fig 1). This has revolutionised our 
capabilities  to  examine  the  genetic  complexity  of  organisms  on  the  whole  genome  level. 
Furthermore,  the  unprecedented  possibility  has  arisen  to  dig  into  evolution  and  adaptation  of 
species  through  comparative  genomics.  However,  the  huge  amount  of  data  raises  several 
processing problems and pushes current  bioinformatic  tools  to their  limit.  Admittedly,  the large 
number of publicly available biological sequences activates the bioinformatic community and turns 
it  to a leading research field on its own, virtually split  into two distinct approaches. On the one 
hand, there is the technology driven direction focusing on the generation and management of the 
data burst, which is a major research challenge for modern (meta)genomics and bioinformatics. On 
the other hand, there is the research driven by curiosity and hypothesis, focusing on obtaining new 
biological insights from the data. Questions focus on the evolution and adaptation of organism to 
learn more about bacterial diversity and community structures. Certainly, advanced technology and 
even cyberinfrastructures are a prerequisite for the integration of large and challenging genomic 
datasets, but technology is not able to substitute the human expert in reasoning and interpretation 
of the data. Only by a close partnership of biologists and bioinformatics will we finally be able to 
understand the complex, orchestral interplay of biological entities that form the basis of our planet 
earth. 
For this thesis the locally maintained annotation/analysis pipeline at MPI-Bremen was adapted 
and optimised for the individual processing requirements of the five genome projects mentioned 
above. The individual datasets greatly differed in their structure, size and quality of the assembly 
(Fig 11), as well as the ensuing biological questions, which had a major impact on the analysis 
performed. The experience obtained from the integration and analysis of genomic data sets directly 
contributed to the development of the public data resource megx.net (Lombardot et al., 2006) and 
the  software  tool  JCoast (Richter  et  al.,  2008),  both  for  genome-wide  analysis,  mining,  and 
comparison of genomes and metagenomes. 
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Figure  11:  Comparison  of  the  size  in  nucleotides  and  number  of  contigs  of  the  analysed 
datasets described in this thesis. Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense MSR-1 (red); Gramella forsetii 
KT0803 (blue); symbionts community of Olavius algarvensis, the four symbionts are labelled γ1, γ3, δ1, 
and  δ4  (orange); Beggiatoa sp.;  PS:  Pyrosequencing,  SS Sanger  sequencing  (green);  Uncultured 
sulfate-reducing prokaryotes (3 fosmids) (brown).
The following section gives a short  summary of  the major  results obtained for  the three main  
genome  projects  and  the  two  software  projects  performed  within  this  thesis.  The  original  
publications  presented  in  chapter  2  are  referred  to  for  the  complete  information  and  results.
 3.1 The study of uncultured endosymbionts from Olavius algarvensis 
using metagenomics
This study published in  Nature represents one of the most complex symbioses yet analysed 
through metagenome sequencing. Our understanding of the prokaryote-eukaryote symbioses as a 
source of evolutionary innovation is rapidly increasing with the advent of genomics, which makes 
the study of uncultured endosymbionts possible. Shotgun sequencing was used to characterise the 
symbiont community via a metagenome approach. 
The DNA shot gun library was created as a random mixture of fragments obtained from all five 
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symbionts from 200 pooled samples of Olavius algarvensis. Overall, about 204 million nucleotides 
were  analysed and to  assign the  metagenomic  scaffolds  to  their  phylotype origin,  we  used a 
combinatory binning approach based on intrinsic DNA signatures as provided by the software tool 
MetaClust (Huntemann, 2006). This resulted in the formation of four distinct clusters which enabled 
us  to  assemble  two  nearly  complete  genomes  and  two  partial  genomes  of  the  predominant 
symbionts. Overall,  30 Mb of sequence information went into the similarity search calculations, 
comprising around 21,000 protein coding sequences (see Table 1 for details).
Table 1. General features of the Olavius algarvensis symbiont genome bins (modified after Woyke et 
al., 2006).
Endosymbiont (class) Genome (bin) size [Mb] GC 
content




O. algarvensis δ1 symbiont 13.5 49.2 12,084 1 49
O. algarvensis δ4 symbiont 6.4 54.6 3,012 1 23
O. algarvensis γ1 symbiont 5.3 57.5 1,872 2 17
O. algarvensis γ3 symbiont 4.6 55.7 4,154 1 33
The genomic annotation revealed that the symbionts are sulfur-oxidizing (γ1 and γ3 symbiont) 
and sulfate-reducing bacteria (δ1 and δ4 symbiont), all of which are capable of carbon fixation, 
thus providing the host with multiple sources of nutrition. In the gammaproteobacterial  symbionts 
we found evidence for carbon fixation via the Calvin–Benson–Bassham cycle using type I ribulose 
1,5-bisphosphate  carboxylase-oxygenase  (Rubisco;  cbb).  Within  the  deltaproteobacterial 
symbionts evidence exists for carbon fixation via the reductive acetyl-coenzyme-A (CoA) pathway, 
as well as the reductive tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. In general, these bacteria are able to oxidise 
or reduce sulfur compounds to generate the energy used to convert carbon dioxide into organic 
carbon. This organic carbon provides the worm with nutrients for growth and suggests how the 
worm could eliminate its excretory system, an adaptation unique among annelid worms. 
The analysis further suggested that the symbionts may also be able to survive outside the host 
in a free-living stage and that symbiosis is, at least for the prokaryotes, not obligate. This was not 
expected, because the lack of a digestive and excretory system in O. algarvensis means that its 
symbionts are crucial for its survival. Nevertheless, we found no evidence for genome reduction in 
the  form  of  lost  essential  metabolic  pathways,  as  has  been  shown  for  many  obligate  host-
associated bacteria (Moran, 2003). Furthermore, we identified genes required for cell motility via a 
flagellum in the δ1, δ4 and γ3 symbionts.
Finally, with this study we were able to show how the power of metagenomics can be used to 
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understand the multifaceted partnership between the host and its symbionts. The genomic data 
from the symbionts are now further analysed to explain how the microbes help the worms to digest 
food and excrete waste. 
 3.2 Comparative genomics of magnetotactic bacteria
This study published in the Journal of Bacteriology determined the nearly complete genome 
sequence of  Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense strain MSR-1 and revealed for the first time the 
commonly  shared  gene  content  between  four  sequenced  magnetotactic  Alphaproteobacteria 
including the nearly complete genome of M. gryphiswaldense strain MSR-1, the complete genome 
of  Magnetospirillum magneticum strain AMB-1, the draft genome sequence of  Magnetospirillum 
magnetotacticum strain  MS-1,  and  the  complete  genome  of  the  magnetic  coccus  MC-1.  We 
analysed the phylogenetic affiliations of MSR-1 genes and determined the magnetobacterial core 
genome, i.e., the minimal set of genes shared by all MTB. 
The draft genome sequence of  M. gryphiswaldense comprises 4,264,908 bp of chromosomal 
sequences and a 35,803 bp plasmid sequence. The draft chromosomal sequence is split into 373 
contigs.  Over  all,  4268  ORFs  went  into  the  similarity  calculations  for  annotation.  For  the 
comparative genomic approach of all four magnetotactic bacteria, 17,468 ORFs were compared. 
 A magnetobacterial core genome of about 891 genes was found to be shared by all four MTB. 
In  addition  to  a  set  of  approximately  152  genus-specific  genes,  shared  by  the  three 
Magnetospirillum strains, we identified 28 genes as group-specific,  i.  e.  which occur in all  four 
analyzed MTB, but exhibit no (MTB-specific genes) or only remote (MTB-related genes) similarity 
to any genes from non-magnetotactic organisms. Aside from various novel genes, this set includes 
nearly all  mam and mms genes previously shown to control magnetosome formation. 14 of them 
were  previously  unrecognized  and  represent  novel  candidate  genes  for  magnetite 
biomineralization. The MTB-specific and MTB-related genes display pronounced synteny and are 
located within (18 genes) or  outside (10 genes) the MAI of  M. gryphiswaldense.  A substantial 
number of Magnetospirillum-specific genes are currently annotated as hypothetical in MC-1, MS-1, 
and AMB-1. Since we found equivalent genes in at least three of the MTB, it is clear that these are 
actual  genes  of  currently  unassigned  function.  In  addition,  four  (mamY  (MGR4150),  mtxA 
(MGR0208),  mmsF (MGR4072),  mamX  (MGR4149))  novel  magnetosome  membrane  proteins 
(MMP) were identified in MSR-1 by  linking identified signature genes to experimental evidence 
obtained from previously unassigned peptide sequences of purified magnetosomes (Gruenberg et 
al., 2004), or proteomic data from AMB-1 (Tanaka et al., 2006, Matsunaga et al., 2005).
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Although the GSGs discovered represent less then 1% of the M. gryphiswaldense genome and 
are mostly of unknown function. They represent primary targets for future experimental analysis, 
because our findings suggest that these genes are specifically involved in magnetotaxis. Currently, 
the group of Prof. Dr. Schüler at the LMU München conducts experiments to test the extracted 
genes via knock-out mutants using the established genetic system of M. gryphiswaldense MSR-1 
(Schultheiss and Schüler, 2003).
 3.3 Genomic analysis of uncultured Beggiatoa sp.
In this study published in the open-access journal PLoS Biology, we present the draft genome 
sequences of two individual filaments of  Beggiatoa sp. recovered from the surface of a marine 
sediment  in  Eckenförde  Bay  (Germany,  Baltic  Sea). Since  nitrate-storing  Beggiatoa are  not 
available in pure culture, DNA was amplified by multiple displacement amplification (MDA) and 
sequenced using clone-free pyrosequencing and electrophoretic  (Sanger)  sequencing of  clone 
libraries  from  single  multicellular  filaments.  This  approach  led  to  a  low-coverage  (3×)  partial 
assembly of 1,091 contigs with a total length of 1.3 Mb generated by Sanger sequencing and a 
high coverage (17×) pyrosequencing dataset of 7.6 Mb in total split into 6,769 contigs. The genome 
size of Beggiatoa was estimated based on the ratio of single-copy marker genes, amino-acyl tRNA 
synthetase genes, and tRNA genes. The results suggest a genome size of up to 11 Mb which 
equals a genome coverage of more than 70% by the pyrosequencing data.
Several tests were performed on the incomplete sequence assemblies to avoid non-target DNA 
inclusions by analysing:
 read metadata
 intrinsic DNA signatures of the assembled sequences
 annotation and phylogenetic reconstruction of marker genes
 distribution of single-copy genes
Interestingly,  our genomic analysis identified a significantly high proportion of  genes in both 
datasets  that  show their  highest  similarity  on  amino acid  level  to  genes from the filamentous 
Nostoc sp. and gliding  Anabaena variabilis. Most of these genes encode for unknown functions 
(conserved  hypotheticals),  but  phylogenetic  reconstructions  of  particular  genes  carrying 
adenylation domains (AMP-A) or hemagglutinin domains, support the hypothesis for substantial 
gene exchange between Beggiatoa and cyanobacteria extending our knowledge of the long-term 
coexistence and adaptations between these two organisms at sediment surfaces. In both phyla, 
hemagglutinins are possibly involved in filament formation.
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Within  the  genomic  data  we  could  identify  metabolic  pathways  in  accordance  with  existing 
knowledge  of  Beggiatoa physiology.  For  example,  the  genome  encodes  the  pathways  of 
chemolithoautotrophy, but it  also appears to support the use of alternative electron donors and 
acceptors. Furthermore, the data also points to new mechanisms for nitrate accumulation through 
vacuolar-type ATPases, which generate an electrochemical gradient to drive nitrate transport over 
the vacuole membrane, a mechanism similar to eukaryotic solute accumulation. Beggiatoa is able 
to accumulate nitrate internally to high concentrations of up to 500 mM. This mechanism could out-
compete other denitrifying bacteria by monopolizing nitrate.
This study is an elegant  example of how a combination of  optical  mapping, whole genome 
amplification  and  pyrosequencing  can  be applied  to  uncultivated,  ecologically  relevant  nitrate-
accumulating  Beggiatoa.  Even  if  the  incomplete  sequence  assemblies  limited  the  accurate 
determination of the genome size and an in-depth analysis of the Beggiatoa genome, it still offers 
great potential to better understand the biology of these unusual bacteria.
 3.4  Megx.net - Specialised databases and tools for genome-wide 
analysis of marine bacteria
The publicly  available  data  portal,  megx.net,  published in  Nucleic  Acids  Research, aims  to 
provide  a  complement  to  general  purpose  sequence  databases  for  scientists  interested  in 
ecological genomics. Currently, the focus is restricted to genomes and metagenomes of marine 
microorganisms. Initially, 22 reference Bacteria and Archaea originating from the water column of 
the ocean and marine sediments and 21 distinct marine geographic metagenomic sampling sites 
have been imported into megx.net. Based on this data megx.net offers:
 genome browsing and annotation highlights,
 precomputed analysis, and
 the Genomes Mapserver.
The  genome  browser allows  easy  and  fast  access  to  the  sequences, their  geographical 
location  and  the  annotation  highlights  of each  marine  microorganism  in  the  database.  Pre-
computed analysis for some gene families are of particular interest for ecological genomics, as 
they might play key roles in the environment or give insights into the adaptation of microorganisms 
to  their  respective niche.  Glycosylhydrolases,  sulphatases,  peptidases  and  transcriptional 
regulators are some examples of gene groups that have been automatically extracted based on 
selected profile hidden Markov models originating from the Pfam database. Furthermore,  group-
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specific  genes were  precomputed  for  several  genomes.  For  example  the  results  of  three 
phylogenetically closely related Prochlorococcus marinus strains (Dufresne et al., 2003; Rocap et 
al., 2003) show that some light-inducible proteins are exclusively found in those organisms. The 
Genomes Mapserver is based on the Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which is commonly 
used in geology for data integration. GIS is a combination of elements designed to store, retrieve, 
analyse and display geographic data. The Genomes Mapserver allows access to genomic and 
metagenomic sequence data in their geographic and ecological contexts.
Furthermore, megx.net serves as home for several software tools developed in the Microbial 
Genomics Group at the Max-Planck-Institute in Bremen. 
 Tetra (www.megx.net/tetra)  a  software  that  can  assess  the  relatedness  of  genomic 
fragments by computing correlations between their tetranucleotide usage patterns (Teeling 
et al, 2004). 
 RibAlign (www.megx.net/ribalign/) is a tool for scientists who are interested in phylogenetic 
reconstructions based on concatenated ribosomal protein sequences of  Bacteria  (Teeling 
and Glöckner, 2006).
 MetaLook (www.megx.net/metalook/) is a Java-based software tool for marine ecological 
genomics. It  offers a three dimensional environment for visualisation and data-mining of 
DNA sequence  information  (genomes,  metagenomes)  in  a  geographical  and ecological 
context (Lombardot et al., 2007).
 MetaMine (www.megx.net/metamine/)  is  a Java-based,  interactive  tool  for  gene pattern 
detection in ecological context (Bohnebeck, unpublished).
 JCoast (www.megx.net/jcoast/) is a Java-based software tool, which offers an advanced 
graphical user interface as well as an application programming interface for GenDBv2.2 
annotation projects (Richter et al., 2008).
Finally, megx.net provides a set of databases and tools to enhance marine microbial research. 
Currently,  it  is  planed to push megx.net to the next  level by reprogramming several  parts and 
including new functionality, e.g. targeted precomputed analysis of high-throughput metagenomic 
data in an ecological context.
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 3.5 Software development: Towards biologist-centric tools for 
comparative genomics 
This study published in BMC Bioinformatic shows how powerful stand-alone software tools can 
be  used to  take full  advantage of  the  native  facilities  of  the  user's  computer.  Nowadays,  the 
enormous  processing  power  of  desktop  computers  available  in  most  biologists’  offices  allows 
interactive visualisation, which helps the biologist much better understand biological coherences 
than  e.g.  web  interfaces  do.  This  kind  of  custom-tailored  and  adaptable  software  solution  for 
(meta)genome analysis is an already existing trend in modern bioinformatics. Software tools, such 
as Strainer (Eppley et al., 2007), MetaLook (Lombardot et al., 2007), and MetaMine (Bohnebeck, 
unpublished) are just the beginning of a new era of software development that will enhance the 
usability of the huge amount of sequence data generated.
The  implemented JCoast (Java Comparative Analysis and Search Tool) software tool is built 
upon the already established GenDB (Meyer et al., 2003) annotation system. This was important 
for the development of JCoast so as not to “reinvent the wheel” by creating a completely new 
backbone system for  initial  sequence processing.  The major  improvement  rises from JCoast's 
ability to facilitate a rapid and comprehensive comparison of a reference genome with respect to 
additional genomes, and even metagenomes. It was first designed to allow biologists to get a rapid 
overview  of  the  genome  and  metagenome  projects,  using  sortable  tables  to  display  the 
information. But finally it became a full-featured analysis system with dedicated modules. JCoast is 
compatible with the GenDB v2.2 data model. However, it can be easily adjusted to introduce new 
features, including compatibility with new or custom databases. The JCoast installation is simple. It 
is either integrated into existing GenDB installations, or used as a standalone tool on any computer 
with  a MySQL database containing precomputed data.  This means flexibility and portability by 
allowing the researcher to literally carry their projects with them, e.g. during travel, meetings, and 
conferences.
The  initial  implementation  of  JCoast  is  released  under  the  GNU General  Public  License 
version 3 (GPLv3), which is a widely used free software license. Software under this license will 
be free software and stay free software, no matter who changes or distributes the program. This is 
termed copyleft and means the software is copyrighted, but instead of using the rights to restrict 
users  the  way proprietary  software  does,  GPL uses  them to  ensure  that  every user  has  the 
freedom to change the code, as long as it is passed back to the community. The intention is that no 
one is restricted by the software they use. 
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In particular, there are four freedoms that every user is granted:
 the freedom to use the software for any purpose, 
 the freedom to share the software with colleagues and cooperation partners, 
 the freedom to change the software to suit the users need, and 
 the freedom to share the changes the user make. 
We hope that by selecting the GPLv3 license, the community will become more active to help us 
develop further enhanced versions of JCoast by distributing the source code all around the world. 
In  order  to  present  JCoast  to  the  community,  a  web  page  has  been  created  at 
www.megx.net/jcoast. The web page provides access to basic documentation, screenshots, and 
downloads. Furthermore, it informs about updates and new releases and provides a Java Webstart 
of JCoast, a system to automatically install and run the software with a simple mouse click.
Nevertheless,  the  analysis  of  thousands  of  genes  and  the  comparison  of  the  content  with 
published information will never be trivial and will always require appropriate cyberinfratructure in 
the backbone. In this respect, it should be taken into account that large-scale analysis systems 
have an enormous consumption of  energy.  Biologists should be  especially  aware of  additional 
sources of CO2 production and think about smart and energy efficient ways for data processing 
and knowledge generation. Smart, decentralized analysis and interpretation tools could help in this 
respect.  Furthermore,  the handling  of  sensitive data,  as is  often  the  case for  biotechnological 
applications, is significantly facilitated by locally installed software.
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Up to now genome and metagenome sequencing has only provided a small snapshot of the 
genetic  make-up of  the microbial  world  explaining the biosphere and the interactions  of  living 
organisms with their environment. But even if we only scratch the surface of the genetic diversity 
present  in  the  “real  world”,  genomic  and  metagenomic  technologies  hold  the  promise  of  new 
depths of a new quality of understanding the environment. New technologies currently developed 
will  again  revolutionise  the  genomic  field  by massively  parallel  processing samples  with  ever-
decreasing costs. This will make sequencing a bench-top instrument for researchers all over the 
world, which has been up to now reserved for only a few large sequencing centers. However, the 
assembly of data into individual genomes is in many cases impossible because of the short length 
of the individual runs. Thus, many genomic sequence tags can be easily generated, but only a 
fraction of them can be properly annotated in terms of gene function and phylogenetic position of 
the organism from which they originated (Wommack et  al.,  2008).  To avoid this problem, new 
amplification methods, such as MDA described earlier, promise to shift away from the analysis of 
nucleic acid sequence information derived from communities and towards uncultured single cell 
sequencing (Lasken et al., 2007). The uncultured single cell sequencing approach would avoid the 
crucial phylogenetic assignment problem (Kowalchuk et al., 2007).
The  day  when  high-quality  single  cell  sequencing  becomes  a  routine  application  remains 
unknown. However, today’s method of organising and storing data will influence the value of the 
data  explosion  in  the  future.  Advances  in  the  basic  infrastructure,  such  as  the  standardised 
annotation/analysis  pipeline  used,  will  lay  the  foundation  for  advancing  our  understanding  of 
microbes. For example, initiatives such as the minimal standard for metagenomics data analysis, 
'MINIMESS',  may  make  it  possible  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  power  of  comparative 
metagenomics (Raes et al., 2007). 
In the future, a closer integration of automatic software tools with sequencing machines may be 
realized,  such  that  the  raw  FASTA sequence  files  will  be  replaced  by  structured  biological 
knowledge.  Furthermore,  the  development  of  new  genomic  standards  for  capturing  and 
exchanging contextual data will be a hot topic in the next years. Contextual data is defined as any 
kind of meta information that describes the habitat where the sample was retrieved, including the 
processing of  the samples and sequences.  Detailed information on microbial  communities and 
their associated physical and chemical environments holds the potential to establish connections of 
profound significance in microbial ecology. The Genomic Standards Consortium (GSC) has already 
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taken the first step by implementing the “Minimum Information about a Genome Sequence” (MIGS) 
and the “Minimum Information about a Metagenomic Sequence” (MIMS) specification to provide a 
richer  set  of  information  to  describe  the  genome collection  (Fields  et  al.,  2008).  MIGS/MIMS 
provides an extension of  the minimum information already captured by the primary nucleotide 
databases (DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank). Next, these standards must be implemented in software tools 
and storage strategies to keep the data consistent.
A final crucial step is to speed up the processing of the large amount of data, e.g. with respect to 
similarity searches against the data. To the large searches of sequence data generated by next-
generation sequencing platforms, new processing strategies are needed and some are already 
developed.  For  example,  the  DeCypher®  biocomputing  solutions  (www.timelogic.com)  already 
provide  a  high  throughput  accelerator  hardware  to  achieve  an  ideal  blend  of  accuracy, 
performance and value. Such solutions provide the performance of hundreds of modern CPUs in a 
small-footprint, turnkey package. This  speeds up research and reduces IT costs since it can be 
installed in an existing computer and requires no additional expenses due to power, cooling or floor 
space. Such cards could also turn genomic analysis to a bench-top instrumentation and in the 
future could have a similar impact on genomics as the next generation of sequencing machines 
has today. 
In summary, accurate, consistent data acquisition and processing is a prerequisite to generate 
biological understanding from the flood of sequence data. Bioinformatic infrastructures for large-
scale  data  integration  will  provide  the  framework  for  hypothesis  generation  and  the  factors 
triggering the diversity and function of microorganisms. In the future, genome and metagenome 
sequencing may be applied to a host of new questions, such as genotype association studies, 
mutation screening, evolutionary studies and environmental profiling. Combining  in silico  and in 
situ approaches  will  eventually  lead  to  a  better  understanding  of  the  complexity  of  microbial 
communities and the parameters driving the functioning of ecosystems.
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distribution was most  parsimoniously explained by multiple horizontal  transfers of single genes 
rather than by a not-yet-identified "metabolic island." Here we provide evidence that the horizontal 
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uncultured, closely related SRP from DNA directly extracted from two distinct marine sediments. 
Fosmid ws39f7, and partially also fosmids ws7f8 and hr42c9, harbored a core set of  essential 
genes  for  the  dissimilatory  reduction  of  sulfate,  including  enzymes  for  the  reduction  of  sulfur 
intermediates and synthesis of the prosthetic group of the dissimilatory sulfite reductase. Genome 
comparisons suggest that encoded membrane proteins universally present among SRP are critical 
for electron transfer to cytoplasmic enzymes. In addition, novel, conserved hypothetical proteins 
that are likely involved in dissimilatory sulfate reduction were identified.  Based on comparative 
genomics  and  previously  published  experimental  evidence,  a  more  comprehensive  model  of 
dissimilatory  sulfate  reduction  is  presented.  The  observed  clustering  of  genes  involved  in 
dissimilatory sulfate reduction has not been previously found. These findings strongly support the 
hypothesis  that  genes  responsible  for  dissimilatory  sulfate  reduction  were  concomitantly 
transferred in a single event among prokaryotes. The acquisition of an optimized gene set would 
enormously facilitate a successful implementation of a novel pathway.
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Abstract:  Marine microbial genomics and metagenomics is an emerging field in environmental 
research. Since the completion of the first marine bacterial genome in 2003, the number of fully 
sequenced marine bacteria has grown rapidly.  Concurrently,  marine metagenomics studies are 
performed on a regular basis, and the resulting number of sequences is growing exponentially. To 
address environmentally relevant questions like organqismal adaptations to oceanic provinces and 
regional differences in the microbial cycling of nutrients, it is necessary to couple sequence data 
with  geographical  information  and  supplement  them  with  contextual  information  like  physical, 
chemical and biological data. Therefore, new specialized databases are needed to organize and 
standardize  data  storage  as  well  as  centralize  data  access  and  interpretation.  We  introduce 
Megx.net, a set of databases and tools that handle genomic and metagenomic sequences in their 
environmental contexts. Megx.net includes (i) a geographic information system to systematically 
store  and  analyse  marine  genomic  and  metagenomic  data  in  conjunction  with  contextual 
information; (ii) an environmental genome browser with fast search functionalities; (iii) a database 
with  precomputed  analyses  for  selected  complete  genomes;  and  (iv)  a  database  and  tool  to 
classify metagenomic fragments based on oligonucleotide signatures. These integrative databases 
and  webserver  will  help  researchers  to  generate  a  better  understanding  of  the  functioning  of 
marine ecosystems. All resources are freely accessible at www.megx.net.
3.  Woyke  T,  Teeling  H,  Ivanova  NN,  Hunteman  M, Richter  M,    Gloeckner  FO,  Boffelli D, 
Anderson IJ, Barry KW, Shapiro HJ, Szeto E, Kyrpides NC, Mußmann M, Amann R, Bergin C, 
Ruehland C, Rubin EM and Nicole Dubilier (2006). Symbiosis insights through metagenomic 
analysis of a microbial consortium. Nature, 443(7114):950-5. 
Abstract:  Symbioses between bacteria and eukaryotes are ubiquitous, yet our understanding of 
the interactions driving  these associations is  hampered by our  inability  to  cultivate most  host-
associated  microbes.  Here  we  use  a  metagenomic  approach  to  describe  four  co-occurring 
symbionts from the marine oligochaete Olavius algarvensis,  a worm lacking a mouth,  gut  and 
nephridia. Shotgun sequencing and metabolic pathway reconstruction revealed that the symbionts 
are sulfur-oxidizing and sulfate-reducing bacteria, all of which are capable of carbon fixation, thus 
providing  the  host  with  multiple  sources  of  nutrition.  Molecular  evidence  for  the  uptake  and 
recycling of worm waste products by the symbionts suggests how the worm could eliminate its 
excretory system, an adaptation unique among annelid worms. We propose a model that describes 
how the versatile metabolism within this symbiotic consortium provides the host with an optimal 
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energy supply as it  shuttles between the upper oxic and lower anoxic coastal sediments that it 
inhabits.
4. Bauer M, Kube M, Teeling H, Richter M, Lombardot T, Allers E, Würdemann CA, Quast C, 
Kuhl H, Knaust F, Woebken D, Bischof K, Mußmann M, Choudhuri JV, Meyer F, Reinhardt R, 
Amann  R  and  Frank  Oliver Glöckner  (2006). Whole  genome  analysis  of  the  marine 
Bacteroidetes 'Gramella forsetii'  reveals adaptations to degradation of polymeric organic matter. 
Environ Microbiol, 8 , 2201-2213.
Abstract: Members  of  the  Bacteroidetes,  formerly  known  as  the  Cytophaga-Flavobacteria-
Bacteroides (CFB) phylum, are among the major taxa of marine heterotrophic bacterioplankton 
frequently found on macroscopic organic matter particles (marine snow). In addition, they have 
been shown to also represent a significant part of free-living microbial assemblages in nutrient-rich 
microenvironments.  Their  abundance  and  distribution  pattern  in  combination  with  enzymatic 
activity studies has led to the notion that organisms of this group are specialists for degradation of 
high molecular  weight  compounds in  both the dissolved and particulate fraction of  the marine 
organic matter pool, implying a major role of  Bacteroidetes in the marine carbon cycle. Despite 
their ecological importance, comprehensive molecular data on organisms of this group have been 
scarce  so  far.  Here  we  report  on  the  first  whole  genome analysis  of  a  marine  Bacteroidetes 
representative, 'Gramella forsetii' KT0803. Functional analysis of the predicted proteome disclosed 
several traits which in joint consideration suggest a clear adaptation of this marine Bacteroidetes 
representative to the degradation of high molecular weight organic matter, such as a substantial 
suite of genes encoding hydrolytic enzymes, a predicted preference for polymeric carbon sources 
and a distinct capability for surface adhesion.
5.  Richter M, Kube M, Bazylinski D.A., Lombardot T, Glöckner F.O., Reinhardt R and Dirk 
Schüler (2007). Comparative genome analysis of four magnetotactic bacteria reveals a complex 
set of group-specific genes implicated in magnetosome biomineralization and function. J. Bacteriol,  
189, 4899-4910.
Abstract: Magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) are a heterogeneous group of aquatic prokaryotes with a 
unique intracellular organelle, the magnetosome, which orients the cell along magnetic field lines. 
Magnetotaxis  is  a  complex  phenotype,  which  depends  on  the  coordinate  synthesis  of 
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magnetosomes and the ability to swim and orient along the direction caused by the interaction with 
the  Earth's  magnetic  field.  Although  a  number  of  putative  magnetotaxis  genes  were  recently 
identified within a conserved genomic magnetosome island (MAI) of several MTB, their functions 
have remained mostly unknown, and it was speculated that additional genes located outside the 
MAI might be involved in magnetosome formation and magnetotaxis. In order to identify genes 
specifically associated with the magnetotactic phenotype, we conducted comparisons between four 
sequenced  magnetotactic  Alphaproteobacteria including  the  nearly  complete  genome  of 
Magnetospirillum  gryphiswaldense strain  MSR-1,  the  complete  genome  of  Magnetospirillum 
magneticum strain  AMB-1,  the  complete  genome  of  the  magnetic  coccus  MC-1,  and  the 
comparative-ready  preliminary  genome  assembly  of  Magnetospirillum  magnetotacticum strain 
MS-1 against  an  in-house  database  comprising  426  complete  bacterial  and archaeal  genome 
sequences. A magnetobacterial core genome of about 891 genes was found shared by all four 
MTB.  In  addition  to  a  set  of  approximately  152  genus-specific  genes  shared  by  the  three 
Magnetospirillum strains,  we identified 28 genes as group specific,  i.e.,  which occur in all  four 
analyzed MTB but exhibit no (MTB-specific genes) or only remote (MTB-related genes) similarity to 
any  genes  from nonmagnetotactic  organisms and  which  besides  various  novel  genes  include 
nearly all mam and mms genes previously shown to control magnetosome formation. The MTB-
specific  and  MTB-related  genes  to  a  large extent  display synteny,  partially  encode  previously 
unrecognized  magnetosome  membrane  proteins,  and  are  either  located  within  (18  genes)  or 
outside (10 genes) the MAI of M. gryphiswaldense. These genes, which represent less than 1% of 
the 4,268 open reading frames of the MSR-1 genome, as yet are mostly of unknown functions but 
are likely to be specifically involved in magnetotaxis and, thus, represent prime targets for future 
experimental analysis.
6.  Mußmann  M,  Hu  F.Z,  Richter  M,  Beer  D,  Preisler  A,  Jørgensen  B.B,  Huntemann  M, 
Glöckner F.O, Amann R, Koopman W.J.H, Janto B, Hogg J, Boissy R, Lasken R.S, Stoodley 
P and Garth D.  Ehrlich (2007). Insights into the genome of  large sulfur  bacteria revealed by 
analysis of single filaments. PLoS Biol, 5, e230.
Abstract:  Marine sediments are frequently covered by mats of  the filamentous  Beggiatoa and 
other large nitrate-storing bacteria that  oxidize hydrogen sulfide using either oxygen or  nitrate, 
which they store in intracellular vacuoles. Despite their conspicuous metabolic properties and their 
biogeochemical importance, little is known about their genetic repertoire because of the lack of 
pure cultures. Here, we present a unique approach to access the genome of single filaments of 
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Beggiatoa  by  combining  whole  genome  amplification,  pyrosequencing,  and  optical  genome 
mapping.  Sequence  assemblies  were  incomplete  and  yielded  average  contig  sizes  of 
approximately 1 kb. Pathways for sulfur oxidation, nitrate and oxygen respiration, and CO2 fixation 
confirm the chemolithoautotrophic physiology of Beggiatoa. In addition, Beggiatoa potentially utilize 
inorganic  sulfur  compounds  and  dimethyl  sulfoxide  as  electron  acceptors.  We  propose  a 
mechanism of vacuolar nitrate accumulation that is linked to proton translocation by vacuolar-type 
ATPases.  Comparative  genomics  indicates  substantial  horizontal  gene  transfer  of  storage, 
metabolic,  and  gliding  capabilities  between  Beggiatoa and  cyanobacteria.  These  capabilities 
enable  Beggiatoa to  overcome non-overlapping availabilities  of  electron donors and acceptors 
while gliding between oxic and sulfidic zones. The first look into the genome of these filamentous 
sulfur-oxidizing  bacteria  substantially  deepens  the  understanding  of  their  evolution  and  their 
contribution to sulfur and nitrogen cycling in marine sediments.
7.  Richter M, Lambardot T,  Kostadinov I, Kottmann R, Peplies J and F.O. Glöckner (2008). 
JCoast  –  A  biologist-centric  software  tool  for  data  mining  and  comparison  of  prokaryotic 
(meta)genomes. BMC Bioinformatics, 9:177;doi:10.1186/1471-2105-9-177.
Abstract:
Background: Current sequencing technologies give access to sequence information for genomes 
and metagenomes at a tremendous speed. Subsequent  data processing is mainly performed by 
automatic pipelines provided by the sequencing centers. Although,  standardised workflows are 
desirable and useful in many respects, rational data mining, comparative genomics, and especially 
the  interpretation  of  the  sequence  information  in  the  biological  context,  demands  for  intuitive, 
flexible, and extendable solutions. 
Results: The JCoast software tool was primarily designed to analyse and compare (meta)genome 
sequences of prokaryotes. Based on a pre-computed GenDB database project, JCoast offers a 
flexible graphical user interface (GUI), as well as an application programming interface (API) that 
facilitates  back-end  data  access.  JCoast  offers  individual,  cross  genome-,  and  metagenome 
analysis, and assists the biologist in exploration of large and complex datasets.
Conclusion: JCoast combines all functions required for the mining, annotation, and interpretation 
of (meta)genomic data. The lightweight software solution allows the user to easily take advantage 
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of  advanced  back-end  database  structures  by  providing  a  programming  and  graphical  user 
interface to answer biological questions. JCoast is available at http://www.megx.net/jcoast.
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